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TO THE
THE

The
_Ti-is

READER.
READER.

Vork would say,
little Work
Author of this little
say, to
to those into whose hands
fall,
fall, that he has consented to the task of presenting
it to the
presenting it

may
it may
soever it

own conviction of its
partly from his own
its truth and importance, and partpublic, partly
public,
importance,
partrepeated and urgent
ly
urgent solicitations which he has received from
ly from the repeated
part of the Union.
every part
almost every
whom these facts have been receivMr. J.
J. Davis, the Clairvoyant
Clairvoyant from whom
man eighteen years of age ;
irreyoung
is irreeighteen years
age; his moral character is
young man
is unlearned, five months having
having been the extent of his
proachable
proachable; he is

is a
ed, is

;

He

schooling.
schooling.

has worked at his trade in this village,
village, Poughkeepsie,
Poughkeepsie, for

eighteen months, during
years, with the exception
during
the last six years,
exception of about eighteen
Mesmerism and Clairwhich time he has been engaged
subject of Mesmerisni
engaged in the subject
voyance.
voyance.

As

equalled.

or equalled.

a
a

Clairvoyant
subject, he has probably
never been surpassed
surpassed
Clairvoyant subject,
probably never

His vision and knowledge,
seem
knowledge, when in the transic state, seem

can only
only ask a
perfect
perfect and unlimited ;; and in reference to these matters, I can

For a
a further representarepresentais referred to
powers
powers of the Clairvoyant,
Clairvoyant, the reader is

judge for themselves.
candid public
public to read and judge
astonishing
ofthe
the astonishing
tion of

`

the

Appendix
Appendix

to this work.

—

—

Vhen
When

said
on the suband, as II suppose,
said
so
so much has been said-and,
suppose, well said-on
it is a
a matter quite
Clairvoyance, it
Animal Magnetism
quite foreign
foreign to
Magnetism and Clairvoyance,
from
own
and
my
on my
on
part,
attempt,
to
calling,
to
my
perhaps,
and,
me,
attempt,
my own
my
part,
me,
my calling,
perhaps,
might essentially
any thing
substantially aid
investigations,
essentially and substantially
thing that might
investigations, to add any
ject
ject of

some of the
my lot to witness some
it has fallen to my
as it
But as
young Davis, the Clairvoyant,
Clairvoyant, and listen
astonishing experiments
experiments of young
expositions which he has given
subject, I
to the clear and forcible expositions
given of the subject,
It is
is not the voluduty to communicate these facts to the world. It
it my
my duty
feel it
commend it
it
or expected
designed or
is designed
minous character of this work that is
expected to commend
interesting characand interesting
is its original
it is
but, it
public
but,
to the attention of the public;
original a11d
its condensed
tions
its expos
exons tions-its
ter, added to the clearness and perspicuity
perspicuity of its
cause.
general cause.
the general

most
most astonishing

—

;

every feature. And II would here
its every
the manifest truthfulness of its
form, and ihe
judge, that the
competent judge,
every competent
be evident to every
state, what will doubtless he
large
a large
for a
sufficient
suilicient
subject-matter
are
small
this
furnished
in
work,
subject-matter
texts
I have studied to present
present the
a series of volumes ; but I
in fact, for a
volume,—
volume,-in
genius and science, not only
man of genius
only
simple
simple naked texts to the scholar, the man
own inferences, but also
comments and draw his own
own comments
that he may
may make his own
every mind interested in
all; and that every
that the work may
may be available to all
he furnished
may be
human powers
powers may
the investigation and cultivation of the human
;

;

investigation

___

—

;
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INTRODUCTION.

—

a guide or aid to
with tlns
this pamphlel
as a
this embodiment
embodiment of original
pamphlet-this
guide
original facts as

man, and the 6ub
sub
on some of the most important
important interests to man,
AndlI say
emphatically, that. it
limest laws of the universe.
And
say most en1phatically,that.
it is
is the
his reflections

point,
point.
this

on some

the originality,
truthluln.
of
originality, the intrinsic value, and self-evident truthfulness

on which I
work, on
I rely
rely

as its
its highest
ret-onnnen_
highest and most substantial recommen-

dation.

The facts presented
on Astronomy,
doubt not, will
presented on
Astronomy, the force of which, II doubt
be readily
readily perceived
are most invaluable.
They
might
perceived by
by every
every scholar, are
They might
a much greater length ; but
have been carried to
to a
greater length but II have chosen, as II have
;

before said, to submit the

mere

mere

text or
or principle
principle to the investigation
investigation of the
Qie

learned and candid.

'l'he explanation
The
explanation

cause of motion, and especially
here given
especially the
the
given of the cause
of the laws by which the motions of all
all the heavenly
heavenly bodies are
produced, will be adopted
it cannot
cannot be resisted,
learned; for it
adopted by
resisted, whatproduced,
by the learned
explanation
explanation

;

innovations it
it may
as the TRUTH,
on this
truth, on
may make upon
upon existing
existing systems,
systems, as
transcendently
subject.
transcendently sublime subject.
ever
ever

The Lectures vhich
which follow are
are almost word for word as II have received
them from the Clairvoyant.
Clairvoyant.

Ihave
in
have in
I

some instances aided in the arrangesome
arrange-

ment, and for illustration,
ment,
illustration, have also inserted aa few quotations
quotations from eminent

Authors.

As
As for instance, in the second Lecture, lI have made aa quotation
quotation
Of the first
first Lecture, I
I would

"T0\`IlSClld'S
Facts on
on Mesmerism."
from "Townsend's

it is
particularly state, that it
is almost precisely,
precisely, both in word and arrangement,
particularly
arrangement,
as
given by
by the Clairvoyant.
as given
Clairvoyant. Of the fourth and last Lecture, II have to reis every
Bvsav worm
as given by the Clairvoyant; and I
it is
word as
I vould
would also
mark, that it
given by
Clairvoyant;
charged me
me most
most decidedly
say, that he charged
decidedly and repeatedly
say,
repeatedly not to alter aa word,
all from the course
course which he arranged
arranged and determined.
or
or deviate at all
now fully stated the manner
manner in which these facts have been ob1 have now
ob~
fully
my manuscript
manuscript has been constantly
tained, and would add, that my
constantly under thc
the
progress; and
view and supervision
supervision of the Clairvoyant
Clairvoyant during
during the entire progress;
our advancement, after my most
that in every
every stage
stage of our
my most careful efforts in arour preceding interview,
penning the texts and statements of our
ranging
preceding
ranging and penning
our following
following meeting,
meeting, precisely
precisely the extent to which II
me at our
he would tell me
accuracy that had attended my
had advanced, and the degree
efforts,degree of accuracy
my efforts,
manuscript remained in my
my study.
even when
when my
study. Thus, when
and all this even
my manuscript
or accident, II have penned
penned any
materially
through
misapprehension or
any thing
thing materially
through misapprehension
by the Clairvoyant,
Clairvoyant, and II have duly
wrong,
right by
duly
wrong, the matter has been set right

made the correction.
infallibility in my
pretend not to infallibility
my decisions;
decisions
In conclusion, 1 would say,
say, II pretend
still, having read the standard works on
on the subject,
subject, II have no
no hesitabut still,
having
saying, that II doubt not, that the theory
tion in saying,
is a vein
theory given
given in this work, is

vital truth which has been reached
of vital

by
no other Author.
by no
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FIRST.
FIRST.

am aware that many
many learned and ingenious
ingenious theories have been
Magnetism ; but
Ilffagnetism;

/nu aware

on the subject of Human
presented to the public
public on
subject

these theories have not unfolded the great
mystery, though
though they
have,
great mystery,
they have,
it must
throvn much light
must be acknowledged,
acknowledged, thrown
it
light upon
upon the science. This
it most
fora
science,
a science it
most assuredly
assuredly is,
is, claims the serious attention of
science, for

Magnetism
long been known, but most bitterly
opposed and
Magnetism has long
bitterly opposed
Isaid
its existence
it had
long been known,
I said it
no doubt its
long
lcnowrt;-no
can be traced back for
years, and from that time through
for four thousand years,
can
through
all.
all.

—

ridiculed.

all
all

it has existed under various names,
succeeding
centuries, it
names, in mystemystesucceeding centuries,

rious and obscure positions,
finally, it
was revived
until, Hnally,
it was
positions, until,

by Mesmer.
by

He having
having

the power,
it from the people,
pover, concealed it
people, and clothed itit in
it was
was all
all
the same
same mystery,
mystery, which caused the opinion
opinion to prevail
prevail that it
the effect
effect of Satanic agency.
still entertained by
opinion is
same opinion
is still
by
agency. The same
the more
uniufoimed classes of community.
community. But these
more ignorant
ignorant and uninformed

last much longer
is
impressions,
trust, will not last
longer, for the subject
impressions, I trust,
subject is
;

now

now

men and
most learned and scientific men;
receiving
receiving the attention of the most
its blessings,
it affords to sufferblessings, and the relief it
they can
can appreciate
appreciate well its
they
;

'

ing humanity.
humanity.
ing
is still
still clothed in mystery,
so believed
however, is
The science,
science, hovever,
mystery. and so
of the same,
same,
advocates; yet
to be by
its ovn
own advocates,
yet they
they admit the truthfulness ofthe
by its
their
o^vn
the
evidence
of
ovn
senses.
Among
by
convinced
been
having
by
Among
having
it so ?"
?"
asked " W/ty
Why is it
question is
is aslced-"
Give me
me
others, the question
such, and others,
such,
answer.
give the answer.
will give
your
attention, and II vill
your candid attention,
resting upon
upon me
me to redeem my
aware of the responsibility
am avare
I am
responsibility resting
my
through
with
vith
the
investigation, and
closely
me
me
follow
Then
promise.
Then
investigation,
closely through
promise.
mystery of our
something of the mystery
our present
cannot discover something
see
if we
ve cannot
see if
present
cause of the great
subject
this, the primary
existence, and in this,
mode of existence,
great subject
primary cause
is
say
Animal
Magnetism
is
msed
would
I
Physicians,
I
To Physicians,
belbre
before us. To
say-Animal Magnetism eased
is
therefore,
is
entitled
to the serious
and,
truths
physiological
therefore,
upon
and,
upon physiological truths;
Examine, therefore,
therefore, careful~
profession.
carefulyour profession.
men of your
consideration of men
Examine,

—

—

;

ly
ly

if you
cannot discover in them
see if
the lectures here presented,
you cannot
presented, and see

—
6
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if there
say—See if
sci'-nee
would say-See
science and phylosophy.
To Clergymen,
phylosophy. 'I'o
Clergymcn, II \;O|llll
of
of
the
truth
is
evidence
of
this subject,
is not in
convincing
in this
subject, deep
and
convincing
deep

if it
it does not unfold to your
Christianity and if
your view
Christianity;
sceptical minds.
which have so long
hy sceptical
long been called for by
;

evidences
the evidence!
The subject
subject
The

affords the strongest
before
support of the truth which
strongest argument
argument in support
it, therethere'
maintain.
Candidly
labored
to
have
so
you
long
so
investigate it,
Candidly investigate
long
you
in
proofs
it
one of your
strongest
in
your
it as
as
one
and
if
cannot
claim
you
see
if
fore,
strongest
proofs
fore,
you
us
us

faith once
once delivered to the Saints.
ofthe
favor of
the faith

after truth, II
after

truth,

—

would say-Follow
Follow
say

me through
through

me

'I'o the honest inquircr
inquire]
To
with these researches,
researches,

vienyou view
if you
find in them that which will make you
and see
see if
you cannot tind
shall
a
light,
which
shall
.and
in
neweand
interesting
,and
a«eWand
yourself
mankind
and
interesting light,
yourself
A ad
a curse.
is a
a blessing
blessing instead of a
your existence 'is
satisfy
you that your
satisfy you
curse. And

—

Magnetism be not a
it be
a science—
if it
vould say7If
would
say -If Animal Magnetism
science-gif
this conclusion cannot
cannot be
on
But this
be arrived at,
at, on
attention
and such attention
part, without candid and careful attention,
your part,
your
ought certainly
certainly to be bestowed.
ought

all II
to all

a truth,
put it
it down.
truth, put
not a

;

The questions
questions

to

ing:
ing:-

be considered in these lectures are
are the follow-

—

structure, and magnetic
lst.
Brain-its
its physical structure,
1st. The Brain
magnetic power,
power, &c.

physical

—

Nerves their
Qd. The structure of the Muscular and Symnathetic
2d.
Symnathetic Nerves-their
office, functions,
oflice,
functions, &c.
'l'he Production of Mind.
3d. The

4th. The Duality
Duality of Mind.

Magnetic and Electric
5th. The Brain in connection with the Magnetic
Fluids.

6th. The Production of
ofthe
the Magnetic
Magnetic and Electric Fluids.
7th. The Exposition
Exposition of Clairmativeness and Clairvoyance.
Clairvoyance.
object
My
My object

in these

lectures will be

to

I shall
reason I
of the truth,
truth, and for this reason

convince the understanding
understanding

employ
employ

plain
plain

lanand simple
simple l:|n~

lierniguage,
avoiding embellishment of every
every description.
description.
Beauguage, purposely
purposely avoiding
language, studied phrases
phrases in setting
rhetorical
setting forth a
theory,
ty
ty of language,-studied
atheory,-rhetorical

—

—

flights

flights

and

figures, may
please
figures,
may please

the fancy,
calculalefl
are not so
so well calculated
fancy, but are

convince the human mind as simplicity
simplicity and plainness
plainness of speech
speech
its
The theory
of
itselfis
Magnetism
itself
is
sublime
and
its
sublimity
sublime;
theory Magnetism
may best
subhmity may
be seen
seen when not presented
gaudy show or
or borrowed livery.
livery.
presented in gaudy
First.
The Brain has four distinct apartments.
First. The
The
The larger
brain.
apartments.
larger brain,

to

;

or
or

Cerebrum,
Cerebmm,

is
is

situated at the top,
top, and extends to the front of the

great deal larger
more round than those
great
larger and more
possesses
more substance.
ThTh<
possesses more
lies in the back part
Lesxer Brain lies
Lesser
of the head ,-this
this brain is
is dividwl
divided
part ofthe

head.

Its
Its cavities are
are a
a

of the lesser brain;
it
consequently it
brain; consequently

;

—

or departments,
is separated
departments, and is
two
two cavities or
memseparated by
strong. memby aa strong,
substance, and is
elastic substance,
is covered by
an equally strong, but
braneous,
by an
braneous,
equally strong,

into

—
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Dura Mater.
substance, termed Dum
thinner substance,

The brain itself
itself is
a soft,
is a
soft, pliapliaIts
Its appearance
appearance round the edge,
edge, in the living
living
light red color.
Externally,
of a light
is ofa
appearance of
subject, is
Externally, itit has the appearance
subject,
possesses a
brighter and more
substance,
a brighter
a
more beautiful color.
color.
a compound substance,-possesses
ble, sensitive substance.

ble,

—

is the larger
Such is
larger brain.
more of a
its external appearyellow color in its
a yellow
The Lesser Brain has more
appearlively hue as
possess such a
a lively
as the former,
former, and is
does not possess
ance
more
is more
ance ;-does
same appearance
It preserves
appearance in its
dull and inanimate. It
its down~
downpreserves the same
is termed the "" Medella
is what is
Mezlellai Oblongata."
ward extension. This is
Oblongata."
is made up
up of small sensitive nerves.
The whole brain is
nerves.
One square
square
upwards of 36,000
inch of brain contains upwards
56,000 fibres.
;

—

senses
Sight, Hearing,
Man has five distinct
Taste, Smell,
Smell,
Second. Man
distinctsenses-Sight,
Hearing, Taste,
senses all external impressions
are conThrough these senses
impressions are
through the medium of what we
term
we shall here term
brain, through
nerves extend through
nerves.
These sympathetic
the sympathetic
sympathetic nerves.
through
sympathetic nerves
is connected
system. Every
the whole system.
particle of flesh is
Every muscle or particle
memjoint,
every
tendon,
every
every
extend
to
with them. They
tendon,
joint,
every memevery
every
They
In their passing
passing
system.
every bone of the system.
brane,
through every
brane, and through
it substances which
flesh, they
through
gather from it
they gather
through every
every particle
particle of flesh,
and
ligament, which
muscle
tendon,
every
to
carry
they
tendon,
ligament,
membrane,
every
they carry
every joint.
surrounds, controls and embraces every
thickly disjoint. They
They are thickly
surrounds,
extremities,
utmost
the
are
are
traced
to
and
extremities,
persed
through the bones,
persed through
questioned.
so small,
and in fibres so
small, that their existence has been questioned.
we will suppass through
every bone,
nerves pass
To show that these nerves
bone, we
supthrough every
parts
part of the body
any part
a bone in any
placing the parts
pose
body broken. After placing
pose a
a quiet condition for a
period of
a period
keeping the limb in a
quiet
together,
together, and keeping
Physiif
Now,
if I should ask the Physias before.
solid as
become
Now,
time,
they
time, they
answer would invaagain 1 his answer
together again?
grow together
why the bones do grow
cian,
cian, why

and Touch.
veyed
veyed

to the brain,

"
natural."
It is natural."
be, " It
riably
riably be,

_

flesh, and I should
is made in the flesh,
a wound is
Suppose that a
Suppose
again ? "" Certainly,"
Certainly," would be the
if it
it would heal again?
physician if
ask the physician
it will heal
is convinced it
I should ask him why
Suppose Ishould
why he is
answer.
answer.
Suppose
"
experience."
"
by
it
know
it
know
I
/
be,
would
experience."
by
answer
answer
be,
again ? His
again?
°
priis not acquainted
case the physician is
acquainted with the pri~
Almost in every case

A<rain.
Again.

physician
every
« I know
simply affirms,
restored, but simply
aflirms, "I
its becoming
its
becoming restored,

cause of
mary cause
mary

it
by experience."
it by
experience."
parts
place the parts
is broken, and place
we will take the bone that is
ow we
Now
N
beits
of
its
cause
inquire
the
cause
will
we
we
inquire
as before mentioned, and
together,
together, as
are set at work.
are
in
the
bone
nerves
nerves
or
or
fibres
small
The smallfibres
coming sound. The
coming
or particles
carry regularly
regularly small substances or
accumulate and car1'y
They Accumulate
They
in one
one
Ten thousand of these in
place broken.
deposit them at the place
and deposit
substansmall
depositing
continue
and
same action,
depositing
action,
bone, perform
bone,
perform the same

work.
particles

Ten thousand

S
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until they
ces until
together.
they completely
completely unite the broken bone together.
posites
ossified, which gives
gives the strength.
posites become ossified,

strength.

These de-

How
How plain
is the
plain is

it is
cause,
therefore, why it
tvo bones to grov
is natural for two
grow together
together or
or
cause, therefore,
become united. Vlienever
Whenever aa bone in any
is affected.,
any part
system is
affected,
part of the system
in that bone is
the pain
is most insufferable.
But would such sensation
pain in

in the part affected,
exist, in

partaffected, unless there
Certainly not.
Certainly

exist,

were
were nerves

of sensation existing
existing

tn the bone itself?
in
itself?

Again.
Again.

In the wound in the flesh,
flesh, which

—

mentioned, the same
was mentioned,
same

was

same action,--they
action,
keep accumulatnerves perform
they accumulate and keep
perform the same

to the wound. A
A deposit
deposit is never
never misplaing substances, and carry
ing
misplacarry them tothe
if
let
treated
too fast,
never
properly,
heals
and
if
let
alone,
or
never
fast, and
ced
ced,-and
alone,
properly,
nerves keep
continually acting
never produces
produces mis-action. These nerves
keep continually
never
acting and
is completely
completely restored.
re-acting,
re-acting, until the wound is
same end,
Alike this,
by them
end, the ramifications are made by
this, and to the same
system and so perfect
perfect is
through
whole system;
is their action,
action, that they
they
through the vhole
an entire new
new system
form,
renovate, and produce
space of from
system in the space
form, renovate,and
produce an
seven years
the old particles,
through the action of these,
five to seven
five
particles, through
years-the
these,
glands of the flesh,
flesh, &c.
by the pores
being thrown off by
pores and glands
being
These nerves
extending from the brain itself
itself to every
nerves extending
every part
part of the
all sensations,
ex~
grand agents
from exbody, become the grand
agents of transmitting
transmitting all
sensations, frdm
body,
impressions, to the brain.
But what is
ternal objects
objects and impressions,
is the cause
cause of
an obimmediately at the brain from the seeing
seeing of an
sensation arriving
obarriving immediately
smelling of an
an odour,
ject,
of a sound, the smelling
odour, or
or the touching
ject, the hearing
hearing ofa
touching
of any
any solid body?
body ? Why
Why isis not the sensation produced
or conveyed
conveyed
produced or
,

is"

—

;

—

to some
some other

system, or
part of the system,
or upon
upon the whole body
alike ?
part
body alike?
can be but one
answer to this question, which
vhich
that
the
brair
There can
is,
one answer
question,
is,
is positive,
it possesses
a positive attractive power over
all
over
all
itself is
or that it
positive, or
a
power
positive
possesses
Every object
object in existence which is
is subject
subject
external communication.
Every
which is
is magnetic
magnetic in itself,
itself, has a
magnetic influence,
influence, or
or vhich
a posito the magnetic
posiThe
earth
its
negative pole.
The
has
its positive
poles,
tive and negative
positive and negative
pole.
negative poles,
dithe magnetised
magnetised bar of steel,
by which the mariner disteel, and the needle by
a law of inert matter
is a
the watery
watery waste. This is
law in
same lav
ina
which the Deity
Deity has established,
why may
a
established, and why
may not the same
modified form extend to man,
beings?
man, and to all other animated beings?
'1`he
The sensorium of
more sensitive substance
ofthe
is made up
the brain is
up of more

course over
over
rects his course

all
sensitive, it
it dravs
draws all
part of
so sensitive,
ofthe
than any
the system
being so
any other part
system , and being
analagous to the
is analagous
organs, and is
other impulses
impulses from the external organs,
:

shovn to
spoken of in the flesh,
as has been shown
It
flesh.
It is
is with this,
wound spoken
this, as
wound,
nerves ;-they
they perform
case with the nerves
be the case
perform their action at the wound,
;

reason that
for the reason
or
or attractive

tion,
tion,

arrive

nature.

—

the wound
wound when made becomes of aa positive
positive
impulses, through
power of attracAll impulses,
through the power
and make impressions
impressions there.
Were no
no
Were

at the brain

—
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all extera magnet
over all
the brain a
did it
it not possess a
positive power
magnet-did
power over
possess a positive
sensation
or
produce
sound
would
as
be
nal impulses,
sight
or
as
likely
to
impulses, sight
likely produce
But the brain
feet, the hands or
or the body, as
as at the brain.
in the feet,

body,

affected through
through these senses.
alone is
is affected

therefore,
The brain, therefore,

is at-

tractive.

is one
The Lesser Brain possesses
possesses the power
power of motion. There is one
causing locomotion.
sense or organ
distinct sense
organ which has the power
power of causing
its continuation
is conducted from the lesser brain,
brain, down its
The
The power
power is

From
it is
is conducted through
chord.
From thence it
spinal cftord.
until it
it joins
through
joins the spinal
distinct
commonly
nerves,
pairs
of
thirty-two
system by
the system
nerves,
pairs
commonly termed the
by thirty-two
"
"

conare under the connerves and muscles are
nerves." All these nerves
muscular nerves"
all their
body, the limbs and all
give motion to the body,
of the mind, and give

trol
trol

is voluntary,
voluntary;
nerves is
The action of these nerves
appendages.
appendages.
its
its bidding
the
at
will,
by
oiled wholly
contiollorl
conti
bidding
will,
moving
wholly by

are
i.
i. e.,
e., they
they are
the eyes,
eyes, the

These organs
organs and limbs
no
can be no
move.
There can
wills
move.
them
to
move unless the mind
never move
never
Iam
I am
forth.
is first
first put
an effort of the will is
muscular action unless an
put
Now
me standing here. Now
vhich you
you behold me--standing
now
now in the position
position in which
should
I
moment,
me
at
this
from
me
were taken
willing were
if the power
moment,
power of willing
if
power.
some foreign
spot unless removed by
this spot
upon this
foreign power.
always remain upon
by some
always
room,
of the room,
move
and
move
to another part
position
present
my
To change
part
change my present position
move to the
I will, then,
will.
an effort
effort of the will.
put forth an
must first
first put
II must
Iwill,
then, to move

an arm,
arm, the fingers,
tongue,
fingers, &c.
tongue, the head, an

—

go to that part
moment
moment I will to go
part of the
the
perform
which
limbs
the
moving
upon,
are
acted
nerves
are
nerves
the
perform
room,
upon, moving
room,
I had designed
designed
where
me to the spot
spot
me
conveying
office
office of locomotion,
locomotion, conveying
nerves under the control of the will.
are these nerves
to go
go; so completely
completely are
appearance of things,
in the appearance
deceived
is often
things, and aa
Now the mind is
Now
accomplish
to
is
forth
put
is
consequence,
in
will,
accomplish aa
the
effort
of
greater
put
consequence,

room the
other part
part of the room:
:

;

will,

greater

a large stone
see a
For instance,
instance. II see
necessary.
large
actually necessary.
is actually
thing
thing than is
generalweight of stones generalKnowing the density
feet.
density and weight
tying at my feet.
Knowing

lying my
proportion to
is just
just in proportion
The
The effort is
an effort to raise it.
ly, I put
put forth an
ly,
of
the size of
of
weight
stones
general
the
of
knowledge
previous
weight
my previous knowledge
general
my
grasp the stone and raise
lift. But when I grasp
am about to lift.
that which I am
II find it not
surprised.
am, for the moment,
moment, surprised.
suddenly, I am,
it up
very suddenly,
up very
and I
state,—
its
porous
to
its
owing
supposed,
had
porous state,--and
heavy as
as I
hulf
half so
so heavy
supposed, owing
and
twice
the
consequently
will,
the
of
effort
the
will,
twice
consequently
forth
put
have put
object.
accomplish my
my object.
amount of
ol' force that l need to have done to accomplish
amount
being deceived relative to
or judgment's being
is owing
This is
owing to the mind orjudgment's
happens.
often
This
substance.
happens.
of the
weight ofthe
the veight
stoop to
I stoop
cask.
may be aa small cask_
object— may
an object-it
approach an
Again
Again : II approach
it.

it

it

I

:

it

I

filled with
is filled
The cask is
The
attempt.
first attempt.
raise
raise\
it. but do not succeed in the first
ignorant
consewas
I
was
which
of
weight
the
ignorant, conse»
substance, of
a
a heavy substance,
weight

heavy

;
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vas not
was
not sufficiently
powerful to
sufficiently powerful
my object.
effort, and accomplish
accomplish my
object.

first effort
effort
quently,
quently, the first
put
put forth aa greater
greater

raise it.
it.

I then
I

effort,

this fact
is in
first effort is
inthe
the will itNow
fact you
itNow from this
you discover that the first
the force or
or strength, exerted in the nerves,
in proporis just
nerves, is
just in
strength,
propor-

self: and
self,

will.
Vere
so, there
the strength
strength or
or exercise of the will.
Were itit not so,
lift the stone in the
strength sufficient exerted to lift
just strength
would have been just
no more.
in the second,
more. And in
first instance, and no
first
second, there would have

tion to

been enough
enough exerted

But in both
lift the cask in the first
first attempt.
to lift
attempt.
was
and
in
the
judgment
was
deceived
in
first,
hence,
judgment
deceived,
hrst, aa superasuperain
the
and
second,
not
enough.
bundance of force,
force,
second,
enough.
nerves of motion are
it remembered then,
then, that the nerves
are always
Be it
conalways concases
cases

the

trolled
trolled

;

by
by the mind

is sometimes the case,
indeed, as is
or will,
will, unless indeed,
case,

as in paralytic affections,
is
is arrested by
by aa diseased state, as
paralytic affections,
when the mind cannot act upon
upon them. In such cases,
cases, they
they no
no longer
longer

their action

—

will-its
being arrested. But
its agency of producing
obey the will
producing obedience being
obey
agency
the
will
always
controls
them,
but the nerves
in the healthy
state,
healthy state,
always
never control the will.
will.
themselves never

The
The Sympathetic
Sympathetic Nerves,
Nerves, of which

different office to perform.

perform.

ve have before spoken,
we
spoken,

havea
have a

ofiice and functions are
Their office
are unlike the

—

upon and controls the muscular nerves,
'I'he
The mind acts upon
but
nerves,-but
nerves act upon
sympathetic nerves
upon the brain and control the mind.
the sympathetic
all sensations are
are conveyed
Through
conveyed to the mind. The
nerves, all
Through these nerves,

others.

taste, of smell,
sight, of hearing,
touch, are
of sight,
are conveyconveysmell, and of touch,
hearing, of taste,
through these herves
nerves unbidden by
by the will,
ed to the brain thrnughthese
will, and in

sense
sense

many
many

cases, absolutely
absolutely against
They arc
arc complete
complete masters of the
cases,
against itit..," They
A person
person cannot
cannot prevent
prevent the sense
sense of sight,
sight, unun-

respect.
mind in this respect.

A

if he sees an
he closes his eyes
an object,
prevent
object, he cannot prevent
and, if
eyes; and,
on the brain,
if he closes his eyes
an impression being
an
brain, if
impression being made on
eyes immeHe cannot prevent
it.
if
seen it.
He
diately
sense of touch,
touch, if
having seen
prevent the sense
diately after having
less

;

an impression
impression on
you
on his body,
body, though
though he exert his will ever
so
ever so
you make an
can he prevent taste, if
if
much. Neither can
he
substance
in
his
put
any
prevent taste,
put any
nor hearing
hearing that which may
disagreeable to him,
mouth ;-nor
ever so disagreeable
may be ever
him,
;

—

unless he stops
removes himself beyond
fingers, or
or removes
stops his ears with his fingers,
beyond
We
We cannot
are addressed to him.
cannot prethe sound of the words that are
prewith it,
it,
we
howwe come
come in contact vith
our hands the organ
we close with our
organ

a bad odor when
vent the smell of a

may be,
be, unless
ever
ever nauseating
nauseating itit may
of smell.

ve

conveyed
then, are
are all
all conveyed
These sensations then,

unbidrlen by
brain, unbidden
by
acting upon
upon
it; thus acting
as the mind,
ofits
its own
own
and cont'olling
cont oiling the mind,
mind, as
mind, through
through the exercise of
nerves.
upon and controls the muscular nerves.
From these facts,
From
will,
acl- upon
facts,
vill, acl<
is subject
is full
one set of organs, and is
full
sho vn that the mind is
subject to one
is shmvn
it is
organs,
to the brain,

against
in many
absolutely against
the will,
and, in
many cases,
cases, absolutely
vill, and,

it

over another.
master
master over

it;

:
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All the senses that have been considered, act involuntarily
involuntarily, and
;

being positive
the brain being
or attractive,
attractive, irresistibly
irresistibly receives their impositive or

—

it is
is impossible
pulses,
for it
impossible for a
a person
person not to receive communicapulses,-for
tions from the organs
organs of sense.
Therefore, as these communications
Therefore,
irresistibly carried to the brain, the former conclusion is
are irresistibly
is cor-

brain itself
its
itself is
is positive.
rect, that the brain
a magnet,
magnet, its
positive.
is a
Hence, the brain is
rect,
Hence,
operations are
are magnetic,
its phenomena
operations
magnetic, and its
phenomena are magnetism.
magnetism.
Third. The mind itself
is formed through
by
itself is
senses, and by
five senses,
through the five
the medium of the sympathetic
sympathetic nerves.

Reckoning
Reckoning

the senses of man
all perfect,
man all
perfect,

we

we

will proceed to show

proceed

first organ
The first
we will notice
organ we
sense
is
nerve
and
The
organ,
sense
of vision.
is the Eye.
nerve
compose
the
brain,
Eye.
organ,
brain, compose
is placed
conveyed
ofthat
placed upon
that object
is conveyed
upon an
an object
object is
The eye
sense of
eye is
object: the sense
an impression there.
nerve to the brain,
brain, and leaves an
by
impression
by the nerve

on the mind.
the bearing
bearing they
they have on

:

The

next organ
organ to be

considered is
is the Ear.

The organ
organ receives

nerves convey the sense ofthat
sound the nerves
of that to the brain,
the sound:
brain, and leave
convey
the impression
impression there.
:

place,
In the third place,

we will consider

we

Taste.

The
organ receives the
The organ

brain,
nerve to the brain,
by the nerve
sense of that
that is
is conveyed
substance: the sense
substance
conveyed by
:

and leaves the impression
impression there.

—

sense
organ the sense
is received into the organ--the
is Smell
Smell:: an
an odor is
The
The fourth is
is
of that is

conveyed by
conveyed
by

the nerve
brain, and leaves there the imnerve to the brain,

pression.
pression.
Fifth, the Sense

Fifth,

of

Touch.

on the body
is made on
An
An impression
body:
impression is

brain,

sense of that to the brain, and,
nerves convey
the sympathetic
sympathetic nerves
and, as
convey the sense
is made there.
thc former cases,
the impression is
in the
cases, theimpression
is formed,
which the mind is
through vhich
senses through
These are
are the five senses
formed, and
physical organiwith the physical
harmony vith
organiharmony

acting in
without which,
no mind acting
which, no
zation exists.

To prove
prove
To

we will
this, ve
this,

body.
from the body.

means whereby
whereby

means

all of these senses,
or all
one or
take one
senses, and cast them

organ of vision,
no
a person have not the organ
vision, he has no
If a
person
sight consequently,
consequently,
impression of sight;
can receive the impression
he can
;

is utterly
He is
He
on the brain.
can be made on
utterly
impression of that kind can
no impression
no
as to the true nature
whatever
as
nature
idea
correct
any
forming
incapable of

forming
incapable
sight, because that
sight,

any
excan only
idea itself can
only be obtained from actual exeye and
the action of the eye
Through
actual vision.
Through
perience—from
perience-from
impression itself
on the brain,
is made on
brain, and that impression
impression is
an impression
nerve
nerve, an
the
organ, that imwithout
seeing.
term
we
term
Hence,
organ,
we
what
constitutes
seeing.
is thereby
so situated,
one, so
situated, is
deprived
never be made, and one,
thereby deprived
can
can never

of

pression
pression

made,

sense.
a correct idea of that sense.
ever obtain a
can ever
which he can
means by
by vhich
of all
all means
"
"
Register,"
Village
from
the
take
I
I
which
vhich
Village
Register,"
account,
The following
following
a man
man born
on the eyes
eyes of a
Grant, on
an operation performed by
of an
by Dr. Grant,

operation performed

l_

—
—

—
I
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above :of the above:
restoring him
hiin to sight,
sight, is
is confirmation ofthe
blind, suddenly
bliud,
suddenly restoring
convincing
patient, and convincing
Dr. Grant having
"Dr.
having observed the eyes
eyes of his patient,
that he could
was highly
probable thai
his friends and relatives that it was
highly probable
all his friends and acprevented his sight,
remove
remove the obstacle which prevented
sight, all
one of full
when one
full age
any curiosity
quaintance
curiosity to be present,
age
present, vhen
quaintance who had any
and understanding was
was to receive aa new
new sense,
sense, assembled themselves
in case
were desired to preserve
preserve profound
profound silence in
case
on the occasion,
on
occasion, but were
in
his
ovn
observawas
to
let
the
make
patient
own
was
restored,
in
sight
order
let
restored,
sight
patient
advantage ofdiscovering
by their voices
without the advantage
of discovering his friends by
tions, vithout
tions,
lady
young lady
Among many
many others.
others, the mother, brothers, sisters,
Among
mother,__brothers, sisters, and aa young
whom he had formed aa particular
attachment, were present.
for whom
particular attachment,
present. The
was performed with great skill, so that sight was
instantly
operation was
performed
great skill, so
sight was instantly
operation
'~
'V
produci-d.
,/
/
produced.
r
H-.
appeared such
there appeared
Vhen the patient
When
the dawn of light,'lightfthere
patient received theidawn
swoon away irr the surin his action,
extasy in
action, that he seemed ready
away in'
extasy
ready to swoon
inThe Surgeon
prise
joy and wonder.
prise of
Surgeon stood before him with his inofjoy
foot,
strument
The patient
strument in his hand.
patient observed him from head to foot,
and then observed himself as carefully;
comparing to himself,
himself, he
carefully, and comparing
observed the hands of both vere
exactly alike,
were exactly
alike, excepting
excepting the instruWhen
When he
a part of
ment, which he took to be a
the Surgeon's
Surgeon's hand.
ment,
part ofthe
his
mother
had continued in this amazement
several
minutes,
amazement for
minutes,
thronged
passions
as
could no
so
longer bear the agitation
many
no longer
of
so
thronged
agitation
many passions
out-' My
sonl'
son, my
my son
crying out
upon her,
fell upon
upon his neck,
her, and fell
upon
neck, crying
My son,
no more
thansay no
more than
The young
gentleman knew her voice,
young gentleman
voice, and could say
On his recovery,
recovery,
you my
mother?' and fainted. On
'Oh,
'Oh, me,
me, are you
my dear rnotheril'
a surprising effect
friend, which had a
he heard the voice of his female friend,
surprising effect
appeared to viev
view her with
Having
upon
him, he appeared
Having called her to him,
upon him.
admiration and delight,
delight, and asked her what had been done to him.
"

it

'

`

__

_

—

!'

'

'
ls
Whither,' said he,
I been carried?
carried ?
me, the
Is all this about me,
'Vhither,'
he, have Ibeen
that
I
so much of?
althing
have heard so
Were you
Is this seeing?
seeing 1 `Wcre
thing
you al'

'

ways thus so happy
glad
ways
happy and glad

to see
see

Z'
other?'
each other

versation,
versation, he manifested but faint ideas of

In all
all his concon-

anything which had not
anything

been received by
ear or through the sense
touch. I3
by the ear
sense of touch."
through

Now,
case, go
go to show
Now, all the circumstances connected with this case,
blind patient
that the bhnd
patient had never
never formed any
any definite idea of the true
vision, and hence his surprise,
nature of vision,
nature
when sight
sight
surprise, joy
joy and wonder,
wonder, vhen
I-Ie was,
He
was, till
till that moment,
moment, lacking
part of mind
lacking in that part
is formed through
through the sense
which is
sight.
sense of
ofsight.

was produced.
produced.

was

In the second place,
place, let
let us
ear destroyed, or
us consider the ear
existnever existdestroyed, or never
there would be no
no impression
impression made through
through this organ
organ on
on the
As an
brain. As
an illustration, I
give the following
following from ""Goldsmith's
Goldsmith's
illustration, I give
Animated Nature :"
2"ing
ing;
:
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25 and
ofthe
tovn of Chartres,
of
the town
age of 23
Chartres, between the age

birth, began
son ofa
of a tradesman,
24, the son
began
tradesman, and deaf and dumb from his birth,
all of
ofa
to speak
to the great astonishment of
ofthe
a sudden,
sudden, to
the whole town.
speak all

great

He
gave them to understand,
He gave
understand, that about three or four months before,
greatlyhe had heard the sound of the bells
was greatly
bells for
for the lirst
first time,
time, and was
a kind
nev and unknown sensation.
After some
time, a
surprised
some time,
surprised at this new
left ear
ear: he then heard perfectly well with
of water issued from the left
perfectly
both.
During
sedulously employed
was sedulously
employed in
During these three months, he was
:

listening,
listening,
softly, (so
(so
softly,

vithout saying
without
word, and accustoming
saying aa word,
accustoming himself

to

speak
speak

be heard,)
heard,) the words spoken
spoken by
by others. He labored
pronunciation, and in the ideas
perfecting himself in the pronunciation,
hard also in perfecting
qualified
supposed himself
having supposed
length, having
every sound. At length,
attached to every
himselfqualified
as
as not to

as
although as
now speak,
speak, although
break silence,
silence, he declared that he could now
him
questioned
Dtvines
some
able
Divines
Soon
some
after,
imperfectly.
but
very
yet
questioned
after,
very imperfectly.
yet
respect
principally with respect
state, and principally
idens of his past state,
concerning his ideas

to

past'

concerning

or turpitude
of God,
turpitude of actions.
morality or
God, his soul,
soul, and the morality
speculations
his
however, had hot drawn
young man,
The young
speculations into that
man, however,
his
parents,
with
indeed,
mass,
He
had
gone
to
He
parents, and learned
channel.
mass, indeed,
gone
cross
to kneel down and to imitate all the
to sign himself with the cross-to
to his ideas

—

sign

all this without any
praying but he did all
that was
was praying;
any
saw others do the
He
saw
He
object.
or
or
the
design
of
manner of knowledge
object.
manner
design
knowledge
death,
even of death,
nothing even
knew nothing
He knew
was enough for him. He
and that was

of a
actions ofa

man
man

;

enough

like,

like,

pure animal inlife of pure
a life
head he led a
it never
never entered into his head:
and it
were
such as were
and
objects,
stinct
up with sensible objects,
entirely taken up
stinct; entirely
:

;

present."
present."

never existed
place, consider that the taste never
In the third place,

::

there would

on the brain.
no impression through
be no
organ on
impression through this organ
organ of smell also destroyed,
Consider the organ
destroyed, and the former would
be the result.
lastly,
Consider, lastly,
Consider,

a
a

existing
man existing
man

—

the
vithout the sense of touch ;--the
without
;

power.
existing pover.
any such existing
vould be unconscious of any
brain would
there
vould be no
no mind.
would
senses
senses
these
without
II have observed that vithout
entirely destitute of all these senses,—he
senses,--he
being entirely
a human
human being
a
existing powers
powers
any consciousness of any
any of these existing
never have any
would never
effect,
an effect,
produce an
cause to produce
no cause
there would be no
Hence,
or agencies.
or
Hence,
agencies.
a
heard
a
never
never
mind
:—
he
no
:--he
no
have
would
vould
person
a person
Such a
e.°mind.
mind.
i. u.,
i.
nor
taste nor
never
never experienced
has
object,—
an
an
seen
experienced
seen
never
object,-has
nd,— has never
sol1
sound,--has
susceptibility
therefore, the foris entirely destitute of all Susceptibility:
smell,'— he is

Suppose
Suppose

smell,-he

entirely

:

He
He

merely inhale
would merely
an one
one
it.-Such
of
Such an
it.—
conscious
being
without
breath,
being
and exhale the breath,
understanding.
no
no
judgment,
no
no
mind,
understanding.
no
no
mind,
judgment,
would possess
possess
one of these doors that have
onen one
us oven
on the other hand, let us

vould be demonstrated.
mer conclusion would
mer

Now,
Now,

on

hand,

-

-.-

;
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opens to
us open
organ of vision,
let us
open the organ
;-let
vision, and it opens
l»y the
'1`he sensation is
is carried by
sights.
The
him aa world of objects
objects and sights.
is a
nerve
a cause
cause producing
nerve to the brain : here is
an effect,
effect, and that effect
effect
producing an
mind
make
him
sees.
hc
just
enough
to
conscious
that
he
sees.
produces
enough
produces just
Throw open
same effect
effect is
open the organ
organ of the var,
ear, and the same
is
Again. 'l`hrov
Again.
on the brain.
effects produce
produced
Both of these effects
produce or
or form mind
produced on
mind;
all the mind that he as
this is
is the medium by which he receives all
and this
of
yet
possesses
through
the
opening
two doors. Open two
these
yet possesses-through
opening
effect is
more, i. e.,
smell
is produced
e., taste and smell,
and the same
same effect
more,
produced which
causes
causes mind.
He is
is then aware
aware nf
of sight,
sight, hearing,
hearing, taste and smell.

always
always

been shut

;

it

:

—

i.

;

With these four senses he now
is still
still unconscious of all
all
now possesses,
possesses, he is
infliction
can
on the body without subAny
can
be
made
on
susceptibility. Any
body
least suffering,
vill experience
jecting him to the least
he will
experience no
no pain
jecting
suffering,-he
pain or
He is
is destitute of the sense
sensation.
sense of touch,
touch, which produces
produces that
susceptibility.

—

—

it.
Now just
part of mind,
never experienced
just open
open the door of
he never
Now
mind,-he
part
experienced it.
sense in operation
all obstruction betouch, and set that sense
clear away
away all
touch,
operation-clear
is suddenly
ull
brain, and he is
tween that sense and the brain,
suddenly conscious of all
now set at work
work: the evidence of
organs are
susceptibility.
are now
susceptibility. All these organs

—

:

is carried to the sensorium of the brain
brain: there it
it is
is didithese organs
organs is

—

:

—

produces the mind-the
gested,
the digestion
mind the mind the intellect,
intellect, the
digestion produces
gested,-the
understanding.
judgment and the understanding.
judgment
I am
aware that these views, concerning the origin or
I
am aware
VlC\'S, concerning
origin or formation of
mind,
will subject
subject me
me to the charge
charge of materialism
conmind, vill
materialism; but such aa conV0lll(l be vholly
wholly premature,
clusion would
vill be shown in the propropremature, since it will
itself is
is not a
per
place, that mind itself
a production
ofthe
production of
the gross
gross materials of
per place,
which our
are formed
our bodies are
is dependent
dependent upon
; and that it is
upon the physiphysical system
only for its
its formation
formation in the brain of man.
man.
The mind is
is
system only
an immaterial, imponderable substance, and in no
an
no wise
vise dependant
immaterial, imponderable substance,/and
dependant
;

it

it

;

upon
upon matter for
It
It is
is painful
painful

its

its

existence.

with
to see
see vith

vhat
what jealousy
jealousy aa certain class of religionists
religionisfe

lnok upon
nev development of science,
look
upon every
every new
development science, fearful that religion,
religion, or,
or,
least, that which they
they have erroneously
at least,
called
religion,
will
thereby
erroneously
religion,
thereby
be endangered.
endangered.

Such men,
men, however strenuously
strenuously they
advi
they may
may advocate
it were
Suppose it
were
Suppose

Christianity,
are the greatest sceptics in community.
Christianity, are
greatest sceptics
community.

man was
man
was not an
an inrmaicrial
immaterial
am christian,
overt!) row
overthrow

proved
beyond a
a doubt,
doubt, that the mind of
proved beyond
or
or

my
my

—

immortal principle,-ought
principle,
ought
faith in a
a future

state of

this, if
if I am a
a christian, to

this,

immortal existence?

surrection certain proof
life beyond
grave ?
proof of life
beyond the grave?

—

Is not Christ's
Christ's re-

Is not the voice of

—

Revelation
incorruptible
Revelation-"
mixed incorruptible-this
" the dead shall be raised
this mm-tal
mortal shall
our minds and give us
to fortify
fortify our
give us au well
grounded hope
is the only
sure hope
hope for
grounded
hope of future existence? This is
only sure

on immortality" sufficient
put
put on
immortality."

—

the christian :-the
the foundation of all
all hope
hope is
is the resurrection of our
our
:

——
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can never
never overthrow, and therefore, rescience can

proved that the human
can never
never be endangered,
ligion
it be proved
endangered, whether it
ligion can
sceptiis mortal or
mind is
or immortal-material
immortal material or
or immaterial. But these scepti-

—

cal christians,
christians, to whom
whom ve
alluded, and who are ready
we have alluded,
ready to sound
is made in
though
in science,as
the alarm against
against every
new discovery
science,as though
discovery that is
every nev
were the physical
all that is
is sacred,
they themselves were
sacred, hug
guardians of all
physical guardians
they
ofthe
the immortality
closely to their embrace the doctrine of
immortality of the mind as
closely
glorious doctrine of the resurlife ; whilst the glorious
their only
hope of future life
only hope
in the Holy
it would
vould seem,
one of
is one
Holy Scriptures,
rection, as
as set forth in
Scriptures, it
rection,
seem, is
is no
for
However, there is
no cause for
in their estimation ! ! However,
minor importance
importance in
we have presented
on that subject,
subject, since the docalarm in the views we
presented on
is confirmed,
immortality of the mind is
of the immortality
trine ofthe
confirmed, rather than denied.
origin or
or formation of mind,
The sentiments I have advanced upon
mind,
upon the origin
passage of Scripture
upon the following
comment upon
practical comment
a practical
are a
following passage
Scripture :"
" And
man ofthe
earth, and breathed into his
of the earth,
of the dust ofthe
God formed man
And God
a living soul."
It cannot be
life, and he became a
nostrils the breath of life,
living soul." It
vhich God breathed into man,
was
doubted that the "" breath of life"
man, was
llfc," which
all life
life and aniis the principle
principle of all
vhich is
01' mind, which
part, or
the immortal part,
living soul,
soul, and not the air
It was
was this which constituted the living
It
mation.
it is
is vulgarly
supby the lungs,
vhich is
is inhaled,
which
which, it
lungs, which,
vulgarly supinhaled, and exhaled by
life, which came
came from
was the breath of God. The breath of life,
posed, was
posed,
was breathed into man's
man's nos»
nosmind and this was
soul, the 'mimi-and
was the soul,
God,
God, was
We
plainly implies.
expression
as
as
the
or through his senses,
or
implies.
trils,
plainly
expression
senses,
trils,
through
its most
penman in its
inspired penman
most
language of the inspired
are not to understand the language
life into man
man :God actually
sense, that God
literal sense,
literal
actually breathed the breath of life
by fixed and unalterable
all his work by
he performs
a spirit,
is a
God
God is
performs all
spirit,-he
agents
are made the agents
and are
are subservient to him,
him,and
laws. The elements are
The physical
physical frame of
work."
handy work."
performs his "
by
"handy
by which he performs
God had instituted for
by laws, doubtless,
doubtless, which God
first formed by
was Hrst
man
man was
"
life," or
or the intelligent,
breath of life,"
intelligent,
by other laws,
;— then, by
that end ;-then,
laws, the " breath
and he awoke to life
his senses,
through
breathed
was
soul,
thinking
through
awoke life
senses,
thinking soul,
existence; But
newly discovered existence.
and consciousness, to rejoice
rcjoice in his newly
our fourth lecupon this point
point until our
must defer further remarks upon
we must
we
more fully
point out more
fully the nature
when we
we shall have occasion to point
;

!

!

:

—

We
:

—

,

ture,
ture,

when

is formed.
of those laws by
,,
,
,,
by which mind is
t.
Man has two
two
speak of the Duality
Dua-lily of Mind. Man
are to speak
Fourth. We are
divisions,—
the
general
two
two
has
brain
The
The bfrain
general divisions,-the Ceredistinct minds.
The Cereand the Cerebellum. The
called
proper brain, so called,
or proper
brum,
brum, or
or lesser
Cerebellum or
The
largest.
Cerebellum,
and
uppermost
is
the
brum is
brum
uppermost
separated from the former,
former, by
by
being separated
lies below and behind ; being
brain, lies
one mind, and the
is the seat of one
brain, is
larger brain,
The
The larger
Tentorium.
the Tentorium
sake of distinction we
For the Sake
of the other.
is the seat ofthe
lesser brain is
larger mind,
lessee
the
and
mind,
larger
By the larger
the
minds
lesser, By
shall call these
larger
And by
brain.
larger brarn.
by the lesser
we mean
mean that which exists in the larger
we
would not
mean that which exists in the lesser
lesser bram.
we mean
mind we
mind.
two
two distinct intelligent minds—
has
man
man
that
say,
to
understood
here be
say,
which
one intelligent mind
mind, vhich
can be but one
There can
our idea.
not o11r
is not
this is
lesser
we termed the lf-ISSGI'
which we
That Whltlh
larger brain.
is that located in the larger
is
to the larger, and is made the
and
subordinate
unintelligent,
is
is
to
mind
unintelligent,
office, as
as will
1ts office,
;-this is its
motion ;-this
motion
or instrument of all voluntary
agent or
agent
follow.
to
are
are
which
be shown in the Lectures
_

We

llftr/,rl._

;

largest,

the
mind, and
d1Sf1DC!10rl_ve

;

We would
brain. We
distinct _intelligent mindsintelligent
þÿl ¬l'IT1 ¬fi
the
larger, and
_

brain._

voluntary
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is generally admitted hy
fact is
shown, and the fact
lt has already been sl|ovn,
It
generally
by
is
physiologic,
that muscular motion is
produced
mailer
produced from the smaller
physiologists, that
vill.
is simply
an attribute,
Will is
attribute,
limply an
brain,
brain, through the exercise of the will.
ofthe
tuiud makes an
an impression
an exercise of
imprec
or an
the larger
or
larger mind. This mind
moves, in
it to action,
last moves,
in conselesser mind, exciting
action, and this last
on the lesser
o
exciting it
on
is produced.
ol' motion,
nerves of
quence,
motion, and thus muscular action is
produced.
quence. the nerves
'l`he greater
accounts for the phenomenon
greater mind,
This accounts
phenonnuron of sleep.
sleep. The
locomotion,
lesser, producing motion and locomotion,
which excites to action the lesser,
power, when the latter,
latter, becoming inactive,
inactive,
its controlling
gives
controlling power,
gives up
up its
All voluntary
Hills
st ate we
we conrurouly
commonly term
term sleep.
sleep.
voluntary motion
falls into that state
The five
live senses,
sight, hearing, taste,
senses, sight,
then, ol'
of course,
taste, smell
course, ceases.
then,
are no
are closed.
Impressions, through
and touch,
touch, are
no
through these senses,
senses, are
Impressions,
hut one
if mnn
one mind.
mind, and
on the brain
man possessed
longer
brain.
Now, if
longer made on
possessed but
was once
once produced,
if this
this mind ever
ever became inactive,
if
inactive, when sleep
produced, he
sleep vas
But
vould
never he
again from that state.
would never
be able of himself to wake again
is always
never slumbers,-it
slumbers,
the larger
larger mind never
it is
always in active operation
operation .-itit
Vhen nature has balanced
stands sentinel during
during the hours of sleep.
sleep. When
and recruited her disordered forces,
forces, during
during the hours of repose,
repose, that
it to acwaking
impression upon
rousing it
an impression
waking mind makes an
upon the lesser,
lesser, rousing
is again
on retiring
again performed.
tion,
and muscular motion is
tion, anrl
performed. Sometimes on
retiring
to rest, ve
our minds with the time at which we
we charge
charge our
we vish
wish to awake,
awake,
are generally awaltened
we are
and ve
is
generally awakened at the time appointed.
appointed. This again
again is
a waking mind which
evidence ofthe
of the fact that there is,
sleep, a
is, during
during sleep,
waking
rouses
ovn experience is
rouses us
us at the time appointed.
appointed.
So far as
as my
my own
experience is concerned,
respect.
cerned, Il do not recollect of aa single
single instance of failure in this respect.
II am
am always awakened at, or
very near,
near, the time which II had deteralways
at, or very
mined on
on before
br-fore going
going to sleep.
sleep.
This view of the sub`ect
subject also accounts for the phenomena
phenomena of ordinary
dreaming.
'I'he larger
is never
never inactive:
inactive 1-during
The
during sleep,
sleep,
nary dreaming.
arger mind is
it is
it
is either occupied in
reviewing the events to which its
its attention had
occupied in reviewing
been called during
or wandering
regions of
during the day,
day, or
wandering away
away into the regions
fancy,
picturing to itself
itselfscenes
a ludicrous and visionary chascenes often of a
fancy, picturing
visionary
racter.
Some of its
its operations
operations are
are distinctly
itself,
upon itself,
impressed upon
distinctly impressed
and these,
these, when
vhen we
Nov
we wake,
wake, are
are immediately
immediately recalled.
Now the very
very
fact of dreaming,
fact
dreaming, and the recollection of those dreams, proves
proves most
conclusively
is mind in active exercise during our
conclusively that there is
during our slumbers.
It proves
It
If the mind be one
one and indivisible,
duality of mind.
proves also the duality
indivisible,
it
would be utterly
it vould
utterly impossible
impossible for a
a part
part of that mind to slumber,
slumber,
whilst the other part
part was
was in active exercise. And that that part
part of
mind vhich
which has the control of muscular or
or voluntary
voluntary motion, is inactive during
sleep, is
is proved
fact itself,
itself, that muscular action
during sleep,
proved from the fact
not exist.
does not
And
a part of mind is
And also on
on the other hand, that a
is acachand,
part
sleep, is
tive during
is proved
fact of dreaming.
during sleep,
proved from the fact
dreaming. This establishes the doctrine of the duality
ol' mind.
duality of
Another evidence ol"
of the doctrine under examination is,
is, that a
man
a man
can perform two
can
or more
more actions at the same
same time.
can converse
He can
converse
perform two or
and he can
can walk
can compose,
can write ; he can
can think,
; he can
compose, and he can
think,
and he can
can give utterance to those thoughts.
all extemporaneous
extemporaneous
give
thoughts. In all
speaking,
two minds are
are in active exercise.
The larger
larger mind
The
speaking, the two
contemplates, investigates,
investigates, compares and arranges the subject or
matcontemplates,
compares
arranges
subject or matter to be presented,
presented, and the smaller mind,
moment, moves
same moment,
moves
mind, at the same
the organs
organs of speech
speech which give
Were it
same.
it not
give utterance to the same.

—

.

—

;

;

—
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nor compose
were walking,
compose
we were
never converse whilst we
walking, nor
we could never
converse
_we
arrange matter whilst
investigate and arrange
were
nor lnvestigate
writing,
nor
were
we
writing,
whilst we

so,
ss,

whilst

manner.
an extemporaneous
in an
speaking
extemporaneous manner.
speaking in

~v_,-~».».--_,.~...~....-¢-~

SECOND.
LECTURE SECOND.
LECTURE
its structure and
1. Of the Brain,
Brain, its
we spoke—
Lecture, we
first Lecture,
our first
IN our
spoke-1.
In
thenNerves,—
muscular
and
sympathetic
Nerves,-their
2.
the
Of
power
magnetic power,
sympathetic
magnetic
Mind and 4.
4. Of the
3. of the Formation of Mind,
&c. 3.
office, functions, &c.,
oliice,
;

;

;

Duality
Duality of Mind.
upon at
barely touched upon
was barely
As the doctrine of the duality
duality of mind was
illustragive a further illustra.expedient to give
we deem itit expedient
Lecture, we
the close of the Lecture,
proceeding to a discussion of the
tion of the matter in this place,
place, before proceeding
present Lecture,—
in the present
attention
our
Lecture,our
occupy
are
to
are
vhich
which
questions
occupy
questions
electric
magnetic and electric
its connection with the magnetic
namely,
Brain, and its
namely, the Brain,
fluids.
U
were
duality of mind, were
in support
suppon of the duality
arguments employed
The arguments
employed in
divisions— the
general divisions-the
has two
two
Brain
the
That
1.
general
1.
follovs:
follows
as
briefly as
briefly
are separated
These are
Cerebellum.
separated by the Tentorium.
Cerebrum
Uerebrum and the Ccrebellum.
one mind, the intellecis the seat of one
brain, is
or larger
cerebrum or
2.
larger brain,
2 The cerebrum,
3. To distinguish
distinguish the
3.
is the seat of the other.
tual , and the cerebellum is
tual
mind
the larger
termed
was
was
brain
larger
mind, and
larger
the
that occupying
larger
two
occupying
two, 'that
It
was
4. lt
was termed the lesser mind. 4.
that occupying
that'
occupying the smaller brainwas never
it governed
inactive,—that it
mind was never inactive,-that
governed
was argued that the larger
larger
was
argued
own will,
its own
will,
mind by
positive dictation of its
by the positive
or controlled the lesser
was produced.
lesser, muscular motion was
the
produced.
upon
acting
thus
and that by
acting upon
by
was acordinary dreaming was
sleep and of ordinary
way the phenomena
In this way
phenomena of sleep
through
impressions through
no impressions
closed, and no
are closed,
senses are
sleep, the senses
In sleep,
for.
counted for
is
mind,—nevertheless the mind is
on the larger
are made on
larger mind,-nevertheless,
senses are
those senses
occupied
the events that have occupied
reviewing
either
operation,
revieving
still
still in active operation,
away into the regions
fancy. This
regions of fancy.
or wandering away
during the day,
it during
it
day, or
mus.
is made the instrument of musvhich
which is
lesser
The
The
mind,
is dreaming
dreaming.
that if
if
was further shown,
It was
It
shown,
this state.
during
inactive
is
is
during
action!
cular action,
we
our repose, we
during our
inactivity
or
or
sleep
during
repose,
to
subject
inactivity
was
was
sleep
subject
the larger
larger mind
if the common
common
state—that if
awake from that state,-that
never of ourselves
could never
one and indivisimind is one
were
were true, that the mind
doctrine of metaphysicians
metaphysicians
part of that mind to be active
utterly impossible
impossible for aapart
ble
ble, itit would be utterly
must
inactivity existed at all
if
if inactivity
-that
all, itit must
inactive
vas
was
inactive,-that
part
whilst another part
cona unit; and that conis
a
itse
f
is
itself
of
which
a substance which_
whole] in a
a w/tale,
as a
exist as
occur.
The docnever occur
dreaming could never
phenomenon of dreaming
the phenomenon
sequently,
sequently,
its
must be abandoned,
abandoned, and that of its
unity of mind,
mind, must
therefore; of the unity
trine
trine. thereforc,
.
must be received.
dualitv
duality must
sleep-walking.
is that at
is
ofsleep-u'r1lking.
of the fact under consideration
Another evidence ofthe
senses
vhen the senses
of
sleep, when
hours
the
during
known,
during
hours
sleep,
been
known,
have
Persons
to arise from
all external impressions
to all
closed
completely
impressions,
haTebeen
been completely
have
time in the labors that have
length of time
some length
engage for some
to engage
their beds andTo
day, and to remain unconscious
the day,
during
their attention during
occupied
occupied
by those who have
pointed out to them by
it has been pointed
same until it
the same
:

•

;

;

_

of

—

—
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any recollecrecall uuy
recollec*
to recall
mind
must conclusively,
thai the iniml
'l`l1is
'1'lus proves
conclusively, that
proves most
minds,
u to their minds.
tion of it
person himself
himself is
is
deep sleep,
sleep, and when the person
during deep
is
is in active exercise during
'l`his
is analogous
maganalagoua to the ningthing of the kind.
This is
any thing
unconscious of any
in the magm-tic
is active whilst in
maj
mind of the subject
subject is
The "mind
nctic
netic sleep.
sleep. 'l`he
transpired, when
is unconscious of any
hut he is
thing that has transpired,
any thing
state, but
as in
in natural
the external senses
Sen8i S being closed as
state
a -2l(Cll1.'(,l
ued from that state-the
wholly inis wholly
is, that the mind is
'1`he
sleep
The commonly
commonly received doctrine is,
sleep.
occurs nnh-ss
never occurs
unless the
dreaming never
deep slumber;
slumber: and that dreaming
active during
during deep
fact of sl°ep-walking,
But the fact
sleep-walking, when the
or disturbed.
is broken or
Bleep is
sleep
closed, and the individual unconscious of what
senses
senses are completely
completely closed,
disproves this doctrine,
doctrine,
during that state,
has taken place
state, disproves
place with himself during
is active during
during our
our
same time confirms the other,
and at the same
other, that mind is
witnessed it,
it. and even
even then they
they have been unable

—

deepest
Sleep.
deepest sleep.
man
it was
stated, that a
a man
duality of mind,
mind, it
was further stated,
proof of the duality
In proof
two or
or more
same moment, which could not
more actions at the same
could perform
moment,
perform two
A person
can converse,
were one
one and indivisible.
converse,
if the mind were
be done if
person can
can think,
think, and he can
give utte1'ance
he can
can give
and he can
can walk ;-he
utterance to those
all extemporaneous speaking, the two minds
It was
was stated that in all
thoughts. It
extemporaneous speaking,
thoughts.
larger mind contemplates,
invcsti
contemplates, investigates,
were in active operation.
were
operation. The larger
or matter to be presented,
presented, and the
compares and arranges
subject or
arranges the subject
compares
time, in obedience to the will of the larger,
same time,
smaller mind at the same
larger,
through which utterance is
is given to the
moves the organs
moves
speech, through
organs of speech,
given
never arrange
same.
we could never
Were itit not so,
same.
so, we
arrange or investigate
investigate any
any subextemporaneously.
The lesser mind is
is subject
speaking extemporaneously.
ject whilst speaking
subject
ject
all voluntary motion.
is made the instrument of all
the larger,
larger, and is
to the.
We
voluntary
an impression
moment an
move an
an arm,
at that moment
is made on
on the
will to move
arm,-at
impression is
nerves are
are immediately
lesser mind,
contracted, and
mind, and the muscular nerves
immediately contracted,
The lesser mind is
is produced.
of the limb is
is not only subject
the motion ofthe
produced. 'l`hc
only subject
on that for its
its every
every movement.
dependent on
is dependent
movement.
folto the larger,
The follarger, but is
the. idea [wish
I wish to convey:
lowing will illustrate the
convey :lowing
The water
water must
'l`hc
steam-engine.
common steam-engine.
must first
first exist in
Take the common
in the
steam which forces the main
is heated, it
when this is
boiler ,-when
heated, it sends off ria steam
the engine.
ofthe
causes the voluntary
piston, and this causes
voluntary motion of
engine. So with the
piston,
moves the lesser-and
examination the larger
subject under examination;
lesser
and the
subject
larger mind moves
water in the boiler,
steam arising
boiler, produces
lesser, like the steam
produces the
thc
lesser,
arising from the water
The steam
steam from the boiler cannot
'l`hc
of the body
voluntary motions ofthe
body
cannot be
voluntary
;

A

—

We

—

;

—

—

;

So with the
tie lesser
cannot receive
receive, motion without the positive
it cannot
positive exercise of vill
mind ,-it
will
Will moves
can have no
larger mind.
moves it
in the larger
lVi[l
no motion without
it, and itit can
positive exercise of vill
will
the positive
During sleep,
positive volition,
will, ceases;
ceases
or vill,
the lesser minrl
mind then
During
volition, or
sleep, positive
consequently, the nerves
is inactive,
nerves of motion are
are at rest or
in a
or in
a lassiinactive,-consequently,
tude state. Perhaps
our posiPerhaps the following
figure will better illustrate our
following figure
posi-

ivatt-r.
sent offwithout
off without the application
application of heat to the water.
;

—

:

—

;

tion ::

The

water
water in the floom moves
moves the wheel which puts in motion the
puts
machinery
floorn is
The floom
is supplied with water
water from the
machinery of the mill. The
supplied
Now shut the _gate
pond.
gate that admits the water
water from the pond
pond. Now
pond into the
floom, and the wheel will keep
keep in motion until the floom has emptied
iloom,
emptied
it will
vill then stop,
itself: it
it cannot
and it
cannot be set in motion again until the
stop,-and
again
gate is
is hoisted which prevents
prevents the escape
escape of water from the pond.
When
gate
pond. When

—

—

;
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this is
this

done,
is_done,

the floom becomes

filled, and the wheel

filled,

19
is

again
again

in active
in

operation.
operation.

Now, the pond
pond may
may

re resent the larger mind
represent
lesser
larger mind; the floom,
floom, the lesser,
moves the mill, may represent the nerves
moves
nerves of motion in
mill, may represent
the animal body
gate may
represent the will.
will
Stop
body , the gate
may represent
Stop the exercise of
the will,
will, and the lesser mind is
is motionless, and the nerves in conseconsemotionless,
This is
musquence
is accomplished
quence inactive.
accomplished in sleep.
sleep. Now, before muscan again be produced, there must
cular motion can
must be an
an
exercise of the
again
produced,
will. The lesser mind,
mind, which is
is
will.
all voluntary
is the agent
agent of all
voluntary motion,
motion, is
supplied by
continually
senses, which keep
keep the
by five large
large streams,
streams, the senses,
continually supplied
fountain full.
full.
I now proceed
Fifth. [now
proceed to consider the Brain in connection with the
HW/z.

tile

the wheel which

;

.

;

and Electric Fluids.
has several times been stated that muscular motion is
performed
is performed
of the will,
through the medium of the brain
through
will, and through
through the exercise
"
''
this
But are
are the nerves themselves a medium fitting
and nerves.
fitting for this
ve shall Gnd
Let
us
examine
them, and we
find nothing
us
nothing whatever to account
wo^i?
examinethem,
wojc?
for their marvelous capacity.
appearance, the weakest of
are, to appea1'ance,
capacity. They
They are,
mere soft,
white filaments,
filaments, enveloped
all
all weak instruments: mere
soft, 'white
enveloped in aa fine
is
all the body
strength and power
yet the strength
power of all
body is
cellular membrane, and yet
This simple
fact reduces us to a
them
derived from them!
a dilemma. Either
simple fact
nervous substance to be the channel of some
some ulterior
we
we must believe the nervous
invisible, or we
according to
us invisible,
we must
must admit,
admit, according
eflicient energy,
and efficient
energy, to us
an effect
effect exceeding
namely, an
exceeding the
Puscasl's generally
definition, namely,
generally received definition,
means employed,
employed, that a
a constant miracle is
is taking
natural force of the means
taking
constant,
in our
our mortal frames.
place in
place
"
" But we
agency
ve naturally shrink from attributing
attributing to direct Divine agency
naturally
ofthe
It is
the body.
body.
is not the will itself
every minute corporeal
corporeal motion of
every
it did,
if it
we should have to seek no
did, we
moves the muscle , if
no
directly moves
which directly
as we
we know the will moves
But as
moves the
adequate agency.
an adequate
further for an
agency.
through the medium of the brain and nerves,
indirectly, and through
muscle indirectly,
nerves, in
a sequence
which, as
case there is
is a
a known sequence
this case
this
events, and a
sequence which,
sequence of events,
soft fibre stirs
stirs the muscle,
weak, soft
absurdity. The veak,
it stands at present,
is an
an absurdity.
it
present, is
its fibres shorten and become hard
so immediately, that its
as
we are told,
told, so
as ve
immediately,
or hesitation,
without any
hesitation, and they
they acquire
acquire all at
preparatory oscillation or
any preparatory
or producing
capable of vibrating
are capable
they are
elasticity that they
once such an
once
an elasticity
vibrating or
producing
more wonderful than thisthis
nothing in magnetism
The1'e
is nothing
sounds!
There is
magnetism more
ve take matter as
credulity itself,
as it
it
digestion to credulity
more difficult
diflicult of digestion
more
itselh when we
an ulterior agency, an
efficient force.
bringing into view an
stands, without bringing
agency, an eflicient
stands,
so doing
Why
shrink we
we from so
doing??
Why
"
"
magnificent syssysupon the heavens, and behold the magnificent
When we
When
we look upon
centre, we acknowledge all this
common centre,
moving round aa common
tem
tem of worlds moving
yveacknowledge
we call gravitation.
vhat is
is the
a force we
ofa
harmony to be the result of
gravitation. But what
harmony
moving matmatcompared to the mystery
wonder of the universe compared
worider
mystery of mind moving
we need not,
on that account,
wonderful but we
is wonderful-but
It
Z
lt is
not, on
it '1
ter and actuating
actuating it
account,
by denying the mind or
it an
absurdity by
an absurdity
render it
causation, by
by inefficient causation,
denying
mind or
Physioloadequate, intermediate agency.
will an
an adequate,
agency. Such denials betray
betray Physioloas for instance, Magendi one
moment
gists
inconsistencies; as
1nStance,llagend1 one moment
great inconsistencies;
gists into great
contraction,
and the very next exmuscular
exattempts to explain
contraction,
censures
censures attempts
explain
very
terms— "Cerebral influence"
vague terms-"Cerebralzn_/Zue1Lce"-all vague
ofall
himself by the vaguest
plains
plains itit hiinselfby
vaguest of
strength of maniacs,
maniacs, muscular
same time,
affirmino- at the same
tune, that from the strength
afhrrning

Magnetic
Magnetic
It
It
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the action of the brain
degree by
a wonderful degree
by the
power may
may be carried to a
power
alone l
"
" What is
po
What are the nerves,
is this brain?
they should possess
nerves, that they
so, why
why does it not
action??
ls it
inherent in
power of'
not
such power
Is
it
them? If
of action
is them?
Ifso,
l'Ixam|n~live \
think and to live?
Examine xta
man has ceased to thinlt
or endure when man
exist or
over it
it
\\ ith
it once
with
tune served:
pore
apart from the intelligent
being it
served
nerve apart
nerve
pore over
intelligent being
the microscope;
it well,
microscope then take the brain and weii^h
weigh it
np into
well, or cut itit op
is all
Vhere is
sections
where is
is the innate power
all that may
power of action? Where
actions g-where
may
!

it

:

:

—

;

be called power,
enduring and essential capacity
namely, the enduring
capacity of
ol
power, namely,
an lllllf'l'l'lll
it be an
lfthen
If
absurdity to attribute an
inherent
then it
an absurdity
originating motion?
originating
flesh and fibre,
an absurdity to attribute to
power of motion to flesh
is also an
fibre, itit is
absurdity
power
n momopower of
of.stirring
in a
weak instruments like the nerves
nerves an
an inherent powel'
stirring in
ment the strong
And if
if the power
1m* not
strong volume of a muscle.
not inherent.
ment
inhu-ri-nt,
power be
is it?
it? Grant all
ve can
it regards
regards the eflidiency
etlicieinv of will
where is
all we
can grant,
as it
grant, as
or
organization, we
or mind to stir
stir its
own organization,
we must beware how
how ve
its ovn
we Charge
charge
inconsistency upon
by snpposing
snpposing him to violate those laws
Creator, by
upon the Creator,
inconsistency
of'
by inanifest
manifest signs,
signs and neverftas
neverlhas
o! action which he points
points out to us by
our experience
move a
our
agent we
we can
can move
a stronger
experience shown, that by
by aa weaker agent
stronger;
in
where the disproportion
disproportion is
is manifest,
too, vhere
in a
a case, too,
manifest, and where there are
no
connecting links to prepare
way forthe
for the action ofthe
no connecting
of the much weakprepare the way
we to look forthe
er upon
upon the much stronger.
Again,
for the
ask, where are we
stronger.
Again, I ask,
force that effects such wonders?
*'
• Now, we
tear not to explain
Now, ve fear
explain muscular action in the dead by
by aa force
ve
call Galvanic.
we not explain it
Why will we
we call
living by
some
explain it in the living
fVhy
by some
ellicient force at least
ve have equally a
least?'Z-for
for here we
efficient
equally a sensible phenomephenomenon
an adequate
adequate explanation.
non that calls for an
explanation.
"
u I1 know not what philosophic doubt may make of this
this question,
philosophic
may
question, but
certainly common
common sense
sense decides from the ordinary
ordinary phenomena
muscuof muscucertainly
phenomena of'
lar motion,
adequate tothe
to the
motion, that the mind metes out and dispenses
dispenses aa force adequate
moving of
of' the
muscle, and consequently
ofthe
of
the body.
body.
themuscle,
moving
consequently
"
of the most
One
Ona of'
most interesting
philosophical inquiries
interesting of all philosophical
inquiries has been,
whether there may
may not exist aa special,
approspecial, though
though invisible,
invisible, agency,
agency, appronervous system, through which sensation is
priate
is accomplished,
accomplished,
priate to the nervous
system, through
performed.
and animal motion performed.
Charles Bonnet,
Bonnet, of Geneva,
century
Geneva, a century
was an
an elastic
suggested that there was
ago, suggested
elastic ether resident in the nerves
nerves in a
a
ago,
manner analogous
in which the electric fluid resides in the solid
manner
analogous to that in
it is
is conducted.
vhich it
along which
bodies along
l-le says
He
Should we
we admit that
says_""Should
is in the nerves
nerves a
there is
a fluid,
which in elasticity
light or
or gthr-r,
ether,
fluid, vhich
elasticity resembles light
an agency
agency ve
we may
by
may easily
help of such an
by the help
easily explain
explain the celerity
celerity with
vhich
are communicated to the mind, and that vith
which external impressions
impressions are
with
mind,
which
executes so
vhich the rnind
mind executes
so many
many diversified operations.
operations.
This suggessu
tion has been variously
or combated,
never absolutely
drop
variously received or
combntted, but never
absolutely drop
»r decided one
one way
or the other,
by physiologists."
physiologists."
other, by
way or
ped, or
But Mesmerism does decide this question.
question.
It proves
proves what B
Bonnet
might exist,
exist, actually
actually does
rlnes exist.
Sted might
That there is
'l'hat
Hind.
is a
a subtle fluid,
suggested
which is
is the a^ent of conveying the sense
sense of impressions made on
on the
agent
conveying
impressions
sympathetic nerves
body, along
nerves to the brain, is
fact susceptible
body,
along the sympathetic
brain, is aa tact
susceptible of
most complete
the most
mind, through anandemonstration; and also that the mind,
complete demonstration
its agent, acts upon another set of nerves
as its
other fluid as
nerves so
as to produce
so as
pi
agent,
upon
muscular action and motion.
are distinct and separate from each other: the one, the
These fluids are
'1'hese
separate
one,
involuntary motion,
cause of all involuntary
cause
motion and the other,
all volunagent of all
other, the agent
truly
truly

;

;

—

•
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all
we are all
fluids, we
existence of these fluids,
motion. And of the absolute
previous
conjecture, as previous
upon conjecture,
so
ve are not
not thrown upon
so that we
made
fluid.
nervous fluid.
all that they have said of the nervous
been in all

tary
tary motion.
made certain
certain;
;

they

writers have

is the
nerves, and which is
sympathetic nerves,
fluid which exists in the sympathetic
That fluid
means of the
to the brain, by means
all
sensations
all
transmitting
of
agent
<rrand
grand agent transmitting
moves
vhich moves
fluid which
Animal Heat
is ANIMAL
power, is
magnetic power,
HEAT, and that fluid
brain's magnetic
brain's
ELECTRICIT'.
is Electricity.
will, is
nerves, through
through the exercise of the will,
the muscular nerves,
we term animal
is what we
this heat is
in the body:
body: this
Animal heat exists in
symis
is confined to the symand
sensitive
fluid
is
a
subtle,
a
is
It
fluid;
It
magnetism.
magnetism.
It
It
economy.
animal
vhole
the
whole
through
economy.
extends
and
through
pathetic nerves,
pathetic
by
are performed
The vital functions are
performed by
only in animal bodies.
exists only
acinvoluntary acevery involuntary
it ;
by it;
is made by
every
every involuntary
involuntary secretion is
thisthis, every
All immagnetism.
by
on and propelled
carried.
carried
on
is
magnetism.
is
by
system
the
propelled
tion of
system
are by this
body are
unavoidably and irreupon the body
de upon
made
by this fluid unavoidably
pressions
pressions m
powthe attractive povbrain, through
through
to the sensorium of the brain,
ed
carded
ca
sistibly
sistibly
is performstated, is
as before stated,
action, as
perform~
oro-an , and every
every muscular action,
er o
of that organ
These
electricity.
will. and by
by the aid of e/ectriciig/_
ed tt*ou«rh
'ough the exercise of the will,
animal
in
the
motions
involuntary
and
voluntary
all voluntary
involuntary
agents of all
are
are the agents
frame.
feeling, and of
all feeling,
is the agent
agent of all
magnetism, or animal heat,
heat, is
That magnetism,
That
Wher'e animal
Where
established.
easily
fact
is
a
is
a
sensation,
easily
all
transmitting
transmitting all sensation,
no sensation
exist, no
not
it
it does
where
exist,
but
exists;
exists? sensation exists;
heat exists,
a paraa
a limb that has received a
parafor example,
Take,
example,
Take,
can
can be produced.
produced.
can be prosensat.on can
no sensation
to touch,—
proinsensible
touch,-no
entirely
it
is
is
it
shock:
entirely
lytic
lytic
all sensasensacause of all
is the cause
heat, which is
or heat,
The Magnetism,
it
Magnetism, or
duced in it.
there; hence the
longer remains there,
no longer
limb— it no
is driven from that limb,-it
tion is
tion,
magnetism
Now restore the magnetism
feeling. Now
is necessarily
limb is
deprived of all feeling.
necessarily deprived
sensitive.
again becomes sensitive
it
it again
moment,
that
at
moment,
limb, and,
to the limb,
and,
it displaces the
enters, it
displaces
is frozen , when the frost enters,
a limb that is
vith a
So with
or feeling
sensation or
all
all
displaced,
is
is
feeling
magnetism
displaced,
mao-netism; and as the magnetism
magnetism;
and when the cold takes
it;
with it;
or removed vith
displaced or
is displaced
in that limb is
Now
touch.
Now,
or touch
feeling or
no longer
is no
longer sensible to feeling
complete
possession, itit is
complete possession,
heat, and
of animal heat,
introduction
the
by
the
from
limb,
by
displace the frost
displace
heat
vith the heat.
sensation returns with
it restored to feeling—
feeling--sensation
you
you find it
feeling
agent of all feeling,
is the agent
conclusively that heat is
prove conclusively
These facts prove
are
are
on the body
made on
impressions
all
body
that
fluid
impressions
same
same
the
is
it
is
by
and it
bythe
key which unlocks the
we find the key
we
here
And
And
brain.
conducted to the
also exexis produced in man
magnetic sleep which is
in man; and
mystery
mystery of the magnetic sleep
nature, and
witness in nature,
we witness
phenomena which we
causes of many
causes
the
phenomena
plains
many
plains
never be known.
causes would never
without which their causes
generally
ground, that
have
Mesmerism
generally assumed the ground
upon Nlesmerism
Writers
Vriters upon
from
is
is imparted
fluid
magnetic
the
imparted
magnetic
process of mesmerising,
mesmerising,
during the process
during
magnetic
if the magnetic
But if
Subject.
Operator to that of his Subject.
system of the Operator
the system
imparting of this
shown the imparting
as has been shown,
sensation, as
cause of sensation,
fluid be the cause
Subject, instead of dethe
of
system
the
to
quantity
Subject,
neater quantity
a greater
system
fluid in a
Opesensitive apd
and the Opemore sensitive;
himf would make him more
sedation in him,
stoyinc
stroying sensation
as
feeling as
to feeling,
msensible
be
would
who
who
one
one
the
be
would
himself
rator
rator
Hut
But the
system.
left his system.
has left
sensation
sensation,
of
agent
the
is
his
is
agent
the fluid
Se
fluid,k which
The
entirely reversed
this subject
subject should be
theory upon
upon This
prevailing theory
the syssysfrom
fluid
magnetic
the
extracts
magnetic
imparting,
of imparting,
Operator, instead
own syssain, into his own
of the same
sysa
a portion
receives
and'
t, and
portion
of his Subject,
tem
tom o
J
process of
during the process
fact that the Operator,
Operator. during
seen from the tirct
is seen
This is
tem,
tem
;

;

;

;

produced

;
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il'
his own syslvllli
is
.ut iucrnsc
beat in
in bis
if an
increase of heat
is sensible of
own system
coll
becomes
whilst
the
becomt
Operative
Iuce.
oftentinivs.
pi
tbe
itimes,
Operative
perspiration,
pro
And
perfeel
when perfect
And when
.is he continues to
magnetic state.
state.
tb<
to advance in
in the
magnetic
iu thu
tbe
left in
magnetism enough left
is just
is produced,
just inngnetism
magnetic sleep
sleep is
produced, there is
e~
'l`ln'
in the lll'l
n
carry ou
on vital
fluid which existed iu
vital at-tion.
Tbe fluid
system to
to carry
action.
system
bi
fin' which reason
body ln-rnines
of
ni Sensation
reaaon the holly
sensation is
is entirely with
withdrawn;
lrnixn; for

mesmerizing,
|nesm~-rising,

to

<

.

-

entirely

:mil
ol
the l)ll1¢'l'SCllSL'S
other senses closed to external object:
can
be
the
it state,
performed upon
upon thtIn th
impressions.
that
state, any
be pe|'f`or1ne'i
any operation
impressions. ln
operation can
without producing
or feeling.
feeling.
body \'lll]OIll
producing the
tbe least
least sensation
a nsation or
or less of
he
i. 0.
more or
Every person
possesses more
person livin;
living is
i
be possesses
magnetized
is
i.
inagnetizi-tl;
Every
'l`o
the magnetic
fluid or
or heat.
To produce the phenomenon
ina;_pu-tic
magnetic fluid
phenomenon of the magnetic
insensihle
insensible

touch, and

to touch,

l<

j

tin- uiintl
mind ofthe
of tin'
'l`o
must heroine
To 1-ffi-ct
effect this,
sleep, he niust
become l|n|n;igni~tizi~d.
nnnTagnetized.
this, the
Sleep,
of the Operator
is (LEU-I'l'
ml1St become p1zs.vi1~f»,
or poOperator is
active nr
Subject must
passive, whilst that ofthe
puSubject
flesh run
ilowuwards. The OperaThe pores
run downwards.
si/zve.
The
pores or
or glands
glands of the flesh
sitive.
Uptimand by aia firm exercise of the will,
will,
downward pisses,
passes, und
tor,
tol', by
by making the Ll0V||\`Jll`il
magnetic fluil
extracts the magnetic
(lui
of his subject,
system ofhis
subject, and receives u
a
from the system
hi'>ajn
same into his own
In- bi-Qun-s
own systi-in.
means he
portion
of the' same
By these menus
system.
By
portion ofthe
has coinIt
is then that he ha
positive, and his subject
It is
negative.
becomes iwgadiiic.
sulje-ct l»ecom<i=
positive,
by mothe hand or limb of his Subject,
mo:md can
command, and
can attract tho
plete
plete command,
Subject, hy
sympathy existing
ving his own,
strong syiupathy
There is
every dirci-tion.
is at
a strong
direction.
e>
own, in every
ving
Ins Subject,
between the Operator
if you should inflict
inflict an
injuan injuand if
Operator and his
Subject,-»aud
you
upon the system
former, however slight
might he,
he, the lntti-r
latter
ry upon
slight it might
r_v
system of the former,
would be immediately
saruo time.
time, you
were
immediately sensible of it: when if, at the same
you were
an injury upon his own
own system,
system, he would remain insensihle
to inflict
inflict an
insensible to
injury upon
llis sense
sense of feeling, during the magnetic
ITis
ofthe
any thing
thing of
the kind.
feeling, during
magnetic stun-,
any
is a
'I`his is
Mesmerizer.
is wonderful,
a
exists altogether
altogether in his llf'SlI10l'lZf¥l'.
This
yet it is
wonderful, and yet
fret
is often witnessed.
cause of this remarkable phenomewhich is
The cause
fact vhich
plienomvin the next Lecture,
non
ve come
will be explained
when we
come to speak
non vill
Lecture, vhen
explained in
speak of
I

:.

•

—

it

it

:

if,

it

the sympathetic
sympathetic state.
In waking
waking the Subject
sleep, the reverse pass:-5
Subject out of the mesmeric sleep,
are
As
or glands ofthe
are made.
run downwards,
downwards, the MesAs the pores
pores or
Mes
glands of the flesh run
causes the magnetic
raerizer,
merizer, by
by passing
assing his hands upwards,
upwards, causes
magnetic fluid to resystem of his Subject
enter,
Subject when the
tbe phenomena
phenomena
enter, through
pores, the system
throng those pores,
that have been witnessed disappear,
as bvliiiwbi
disappen r, and he becomes sensible as
is entirely
>The mind of the Subject
Subject is
subjected to the will of thiM< athe |
entirely subjected
mr-rizer during
during the magnetic
merizer
magnetic state;
state
will.
cannot exercise his own
own will.
and he cannot
\

;

move

—

limb,
to,
but othervt
otherwise lie
limb, if the Mesmerizer wills him not to,-hut
possesses
whilst in that state.
state, and is
is capable
innscapable of rauspover of motion vhilst
possesses the power
nor
nor

a
move a

cularaction.
cular
'I'his circumstance is
is conclusive evidence that uiusi-nl:u'
action. This
mm
or motion is
power
is performed
performed by
a fluid or agency diflivrent
by a
power or
agency different from that
of the magnetic.
produced hy
by th«
was produced
the magnetic
ma
magnetic. If muscular motion was
if there were
vcre sufficient of this fluid remaining in the system to
fluid,
fluid, and if
reinuiuing
system
office, the individual vould
perform this office,
would also be
lie sensible to touch
hut
perform
touch, but
as he is
as
is not sensible to any feeling, it
is evidence that a diflbrent
fluid
different fluid
any feeling, it is
nerves to act upon and influence them
exists in the muscular nerves
them.
upon
This fluid,
fluid, as
as ve
we have before stated,
is Electricity.
This is
is not diedisstated, is
Electricity. 'l'his
placed by
by the operations
It is
is the mind's
minfl's organ
or
placed
operations of magnetizing.
magnetizing. lt
organ or
It acts upon
causing motion.
agent of causing
It
upon the nerves
nerves of motion by the comcomagent
by
ofthe
never without.
mand of
the will,
will, and never
Hence
[fence the person
person mfsinerizcd
m
if the Operator forbid him, and for the
cannot
cannot move
move aa limb ifthe
Operator
him,
simple reason that he cannot will to move
move aa limb,
limb, in which
son
vhich case
electric fluid
case the electric
But the moment
moment that injunction
is not in action.
is
is taken off,
olf, and the
thu
injunction is
:

,
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its master,
obeys its
is left
will of the Subject is
act, the servant obeys
left free to act,

Subject

and

muscular
performed.
immediately performed.
muscular motion isis immediately
a well known fact, that electricity acts wholly
It is a
It
upon the muscular
wholly upon
fact,
electricity
or the galgala shock is
is received from the electrical machine or
nerves, when a
former, the whole
is received from the former,
Vhen a
battery.
When
a shock is
vanic battery.
suddenly that the
nerves, contracting
on the muscular nerves,
is on
effect is
effect
contracting them so suddenly
galvanic battery
If the galvanic
a quick motion
with
a
battery
brought upwards
is brought
limb is
quick
upwards
open and shut
are seen
seen to open
body, the eyes
be applied
eyes and mouth are
applied to aa dead body,
speak the
was about to speak-the
person was
as though
though the person
move, as
-the
the tongue
tongue to move,
ifa
powerful shock
a powerful
feet also move;
and if
move
and
the
legs
hands,
the
arms,
hands,
legs
arms,
some
and in some
rapidity,
move with
vith frightful
given, these limbs will move
frightful rapidity,-and
be given,
it
spot where it
suddenly from the spot
cases the corps,
leap suddenly
corps, has been known to leap
again been restored.
life
life had again
as
though
as
lay,
though
lay,
upon the
is shown that the electric fluid acts upon
it is
experiments it
From these experiments
"From
mind is
is the
the
the
subject,
living
In
locomotion.
and
motion
subject,
of
living
nerves
connerves, conwhich directs this fluid along
battery vhich
along the muscular nerves,
<nilvanic battery
galvanic
These
body.
niovement
movement of the body.
every
thus
producing
and
them,
every
tracting
producing
them,
tracting
which
agent by
grand agent
is the grand
conclusively that electricity
by vhich
electricity is
facts prove
prove most conclusively
animal
frame.
the
in
is
performed
is
action
all
all muscular
performed
cause of
is the cause
magnetism, is
or magnetism,
nov shown that animal heat,
We have now
heat, or
We
and
system
in the human
human
sensation
all
of
all
and
motion,
system,
all
all involuntary
motion,
involuntary
But
motion.
voluntary
or
muscular
all
all
cause
cause
of
is
the
is
voluntary
electricity
that electricity
objection.
an
an
anticipate
we
objection.
here,
here, however, we anticipate
And probably
itself is
is heat.
probably this
It may
may be contended that electricity
It
electricity itself
supposition that this fluid sometimes dissolves
the
of
out
idea has grown
supposition
grown
is not the electric
it is
But it
fire.
on fire.
metals and sets combustible materials on
highly inflammable
is a
;— it is
a highly
on fire
fire ,-it
fluid that sets combustible materials on
produces
with, that produces
comes in contact with,
gas,
(hydrogen,) which this fluid comes
gas, (hydrogen,)
tried
successfully tried
thc experiment may
1-and
and the
effects"—
any time be successfully
these effects
may at any

—

;

—

;

experiment

vith
with the electrical machine.
metals, the electric fluid,
fluid, under certain circumstances,
dissolving metals,
In dissolving
All metals
properties.
their cohesive properties.
destroying
of
power
the
possesses
destroying
pover
possesses
property, and
this property,
Destroy this
through cohesion. Destroy
exist in the solid state through
is not
it is
doing but it
is capable
This,
capable of doing,
electricity is
This, electricity
th.-y become soluent.
they
on the
ears, and rings
Jewels in the ears,
rings on
is heat.
itself is
because the fluid itself
no
same time no
electricity; but at the same
by electricity,
finders,
are sometimes dissolved by
fingers, are
ornawear these ornawear
who
persons
the
by
experienced
is
is
heat
persons
Sensation
sensation of
experienced by
agent
Vere heat the agent
is witnessed. Were
ments at the time the phenomenon
phenomenon is
same
would result from the same
metals, injury
dissolving those metals,
injury
in
employed
dissolving
employed
an individual may
may be so
But the fact that an
persons themselves.
tothe
to the persons
any
a spark may be drawn from _any
completely insolated with this fluid that a spark may
completely
at the time
heat
of
time,
sensation
no
no
experiencing
body, and he experiencing
pa.t of his body,
part
When the
When
is not heat.
itself is
electricity itself
affords conclusive evidence that electricity
The
sensat ion
sensation.
a
a chilling
experiences
chilling
he
insolated,
thus
experiences
is
is
insolated,
individual
nffo ds
exploded and affords
entirely
is
is
electricity,
is
is
heat
that
electricity, entirely exploded,
objection,
therefore,
objection, therefore,
vhich
which
magnetism and electricity
theory that magnetism
our theory
against our
by^
no
Jargument
argument against
wo
are produced
body, .aree two
involuntary motions are
produced in the.body,
voluntary and involuntary
all voluntary
all
in this
however. IU
remark, however,
I should remark,
fluids.
or
or
agents
separate
distinct and separate agents
late been abandoned
electricity is heat, has of late
doctrine that electricity
heat,
place, that the aoctrine
becoki
to be
Uo
now
IS
now
It
is
confer*
it
that
philosophers, and
some eminent philosophers,
by some
by
of magnetism hilly explains
explains
now
now presented
ve
have
we
which
presented
theory
The
Thethgoryr
nature
in
nature which hitherto has not
phenomenon
remarkable
a
phenomenon
cause of I
the cause
;

result

electr1c1ty,by

lb

,

cold.
considered
magn_et1sm_fully
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lt
for.
satisfactorily accounted for.
It is
is a fact universally known, that
satrsmctorily
_a
known,
lie in
a torpnl
animals, lie
many
reptiles and animals,
in a
torpid Stats during
many insects, reptiles
many
state during many
require food to sustain
cat nor
nor require
months of the year,
year, where they
they neither eat
BUStain
are cornmon
them whilst they
they are
are subject
suhject to that state.
Among these are
common
Among
hear. 'l`l|e
The housespecies o
the bear.
serpe7its, bats,
many species
house/lies, toads,
of the
bats, and many
toa,<1s,serpcnls,
house;//ics,
winter
dead, <during
all appearance
lie insensible,
insensible, and to all
fly will lie
urtng the whole wmter
appearance dead,
fly
in the spring.
lt is
is the same
same \'lll
life again
spring.
It
with
again in
season,
season, and wake to life
all require
require food to
toads,
toads, bats and serpents.
serpents. These insects and animals all
But toads have been lcnown
known to
life when in the natural state.
sustain life
long series of years
particle of food.
exist for a
a particle
a long
They
hare
years without a
'l`hey have
olien
they must have existed
often been found imbedded in
in solid rock,
e>
rock, where the
for a
on being
period of time,
a very
confinevery long
time, and on
long period
being released from their continement
come, to life
life again
ment they
they have come
again and have moved away.
away.
is easily
this phenomenon
'1`he animal
cause of this
Now, the cause
easily solved.
The
Now,
phenomenon is
in the substance composing
became imprisoned
it becume
composing the rock before it
became
imprisoned in
its existence there can
never be accounted for on
on any other
petrified ; for its
can never
petrified
any
Hence it
it must
must have been confined there for a
ground.
a great
length of
ground.
great length
time before the rock could have become completely
probably
completely formed
formed-pro|>ahly
In the rock, the same
for centuries.
same temperature
temperature is
is
preserved.
'l`he
The
preserved.
heat, or
is drawn f|'om
from the ani|nal's
animal's system,
or magnetism,
system, when all
all vital
heat,
magnetism, is
action ceases.
When
When the animal is
is released from its
its
confinement, and
confinement,
light and the action of the atmosphere,
generate magexposed to light
atmosphere, which generate
magnetism, this fluid again
again enters its
its system, and vital action is
is immediately
netism,
system,
immediately
restored.
same principle is
Upon
torpid states of the other ania niUpon the same
principle is produced
produced the torpid
mals of
0l_\'lllt)ll
ve have spoken.
which we
winter approaches,
as vinter
approaches, retires
bea.r,as
spoken. The bear,
to his d-en;
den; and as the cold gradually
gradually increases,
increases, it
it
drives the heutor
heal OT
system,.so much so,
magnetism from his systernfso
is nearly arrr-su-rl,
tnagnetism
so, that vital action is
nearly an
and the animal is
is
hardly conscious of existence.
There is not
'l`ht-re
not fluid
hardly
sufficient remaining in
system to perform
in the system
perform the functions of digestion,
digestion,
nor
nor the renovation which is
is continually
continually going
on in all animal bodies
going on
wht
whenu in thc
the natural state
reason food is
is not required.
required. 'l`he
The
state; and for that reason
animal remains in this state until the retu|'n
return of spring,
spring, when
vhen the
tin
heat
penetrates his den,
den, enters again
system, and heroines
he comes forth to puisne
penetrates
again his system,
pursue
his prey.
prey.
seen bears in this condition in the middle of winter,
I have seen
winter,
wln-re
where they
they have been dragged
dens, and when
vhen hardly
any
dragged from their dcns,
hardlv any
signs of life
life could be discovered in them till
till they have been exposed fin'
signs
they
exposed for
some
length of time to light
some length
light and the action of the atmosphere, when they
atmosphere,
they
have revived.
ln
In the dens where these animals repose, the same
same temperature
is prerepose,
temperature is
preserved during
during the winter season.
season.
Sufficient cold to freeze the system
s
cannot
cannot enter;
enter
for vere
were this accident to happen,
happen, the animal could 'never
revive.
Sometimes a
a sudden change of weather takes place in
midchange
place in the nnrldle of Vi|ll,Cl',
winter, becoming so
warm that the sno\'
snow is
is melted
from the
becoming so warm
ground.
animals, by
ground, On such occasions these animals,
heat,
by the action of the heat,
have been roused from their torpidness, and hare
have issued
issui d forth from their
torpidness,
disappointed, perhaps,
perhaps, to find themselves walred
dens, greatly
g ready disappointed,
waked up
a month
up a
or two too soon.
soon.
If the same
same temperature could be preserved, summer
temperature
preserved, summer and winter,
winter, in the
\ here these animals
dens uhere
repose, they
they might
might be lu-pt
kept in the torpid state
repose,
tm-pyd gm.;
for hundreds of years,
years, and then wnlccd
waked again
life.
Tin
again to life.
need no
'l`hey
nee, because the natural involuntary secretions of the
sustenance,
BYfttem are
are
Svstcm
involuntary
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feed.
energy to feed.
There is
supply no vital energy
is no
no waste to supply-no
These experiments
tried upon
upon various animals. Indeed,
Indeed, the
experiments have been tried
place may
same results maybe
same
prebeings. A place
may be premay be produced
produced in human beings.
it shall preserve
vhere it
light
same temperature,
pared
temperature, and where light
preserve the same
pared where
a man
man in perfect
conand heat shall not penetrate,
perfect health shall be conpenetrate, and a
magnetism shall soon
soon leave his system,
system,
signed to that place,
place, when the magnetism
signed
for any
preserved for
any number
and he become insensible, where he may
may be p|'eserved
on removing
There
life.
removing him, he shall again
of years
again wake to life.
years; and on
moment in Germany
Germany aa female in this condition,
fact at this moment
is in fact
is
condition, where
This woman
woman was
was condemned
years.
she has remained already
already three years.
A physician
physician there,
there, desirous of trying
trying the experiment,
experiment,
to be executed.
if he could
application to the proper
authorities, and was
was told that if
made application
proper authorities,
keeping the woman
woman in aa state of insensibility
period
succeed in keeping
insensibility for the period
life and consciousness,
of five years,
consciousness, she should
years, and then wake her to life
Accordingly he built a
room of granite,
a room
granite, seven
seven feet
feet square,
be pardoned.
square,
pardoned. Accordingly
deep.
at one
one end of his dwelling,
dwelling, and covered this with earth four feet deep.
room by
approaches this room
by a
a subterraneous passage
He
He approaches
passage from the cellar of
as to prevent
The
feprevent the admission of light
his dwelling,
light and heat.
The fedwelling, so as
vhere she lay
placed in this room,
forty-eight hours
male was
was placed
room, where
lay about forty-eight
before she became insensible,
She
all vital action ceased.
insensible, and before all
this state upwards
upwards of three years,
has been in this
years, and she maintains the
first becoming
appearance that she did on
on her first
insensible,
same
no
same appearance
becoming insensible,-no
decomposition
signs of decomposition
having taken place
decomposition having
place; and indeed decomposition
signs
is preserved
place so long
same temperature
cannot take place
as the same
long as
temperature is
preserved in the
At the end of the five
tive years,
years, he will restore her
room
is.
where she is.
room vhere
removing her from her conby removing
conagain to consciousness and animation by
again
Hnement.
finement.
If this experiment
and IIhave
have no
doubt it
it will, for we
we have
If
succeeds--and
experiment succeeds
no_doubt
will,
cause is
is the
animals, and the cause
seen
seen the same
phenomenon produced
same phenomenon
produced in animals,
instead of executing
other
same
one case
same in the one
case as
as the other-instead
executing criminals who
may be consigned
they may
are condemned to death, they
are
consigned to this state of insensiyears, when,
awaking
any number of years,
on awaking
bility
temporary death for any
vhen, on
bility and temporary
a tendency
tendency to completely
vould have a
it would
them to life,
doubtless, it
life, doubtless,
completely reform
they had so
them. A serious consideration of the situation in which they
life, and wholly
even
scenes of life,
lonolain, shut out from the scenes
vholly unconscious even
long lain,
must have a
period, must
a salutary
salutary effect
effect upon
during the period,
of existence itselh
itself, during
upon
an one
one might
might in truth exclaim-"I
exclaim " I
Such an
their after
after life
life and conduct.
my Father's
Father's house,
again,
house,
I will return to my
am alive again,-I
was once
was
once dead and am
heaven, and in his sight."
sight."
Howand confess that I have sinned against
against heaven,
Two years
more will deupon this subject.
speculate upon
ever, we
will not speculate
we vill
subject. Two
years more
ever,
or not.
are' correct or
we are
cide whether we
suspended.
suspended.
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THIRD.
LECTURE
LECTURE THIIRD.
—
Animal
Lecture it was shown
shown-lst,_that

1st, that
Magnetism, or
or
it was
last
our last
IN our
In
IS the cause of all involuntary
nerves, and is
sympathetic nerves,
the
in
exists
involuntary
beat
beat,
2d, that electrzczty
electricity is the agent
agent by
system Qd,
by
motion and sensation in the system;
sleep is
is
is produced
3d, that the magnetic
magnetic sleep
all voluntary motion is

sympathetic

;

which

voluntary

produced;
;

Ilfagnetism,
cause_of all
the_
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1.1-;1.'1'1J1111:1

11:1

1:11.-1|11.:11.11'11'1;N1;r~s

,li'1cs1111g the systtem 011111 its 11111g11e1is111, with 1111 0111011111011
-fJl`(%llUL1;_'fl1 111 C111'l`}" 1111 1'i1=1| n1f1lo11; 111111 -1111, it was sl10w11 111111 by tltu

|1ro1l|11¢1:1l

ef,

the 1111'pi1l state is 1`ll'1J1llI1_I1_ZLl 111 1tr1i11111lS.
llfc 15I.1"1"' 111111: 1111 5111311.11 of 1111* ,11r01£11.rfi11r1

511111111 |11c11111~

.\`i_11*.f1_

11f1lil'11~_g111'1!is111

and

El1~c11'1'1:11'y.
here 11'0;11i11g11n lllill. 11111111211 ol' 110101100
t1'l111:l1'1'1:f'1=1s t0 11111 |`1l'1']1]tY1lltlS 111' thi" 1n11_g111:t-is ll1111 suhtlc llttltl we
ct1111111_111ly 11 101 c11l'oric, 111' 13111111 'l`l1is lluitl is p1'01l111'1:1l lq1't`l[`.1`.t tlie innglt 0rigi1111t0s from
r|1:1i1: i11ti111>11.'0 ofthe s1111 1111011 the 0111111 llllll |1l1111='1S
the 51111.
llr. D1111e1111 l31':t1ll`0r1l, 111 his ii hh`rUI`.I~Ll{$I'S of 1110 l-le111'0ns,"

3115111-tisttt-111111

s11j.'s

I11:11

not

:-

l)l}l_TIl 1lis00v1~1'e.l, 111111 the rays ef 110:11 or 1:11.1'111'i1:, 11113
-_listitiet 1111111 0:1011 011101, l'1.'I]` 11 111111 l_1e1l1~111011s11'1111r1l 111:11 s01111= 1'11yS 110111
the s1111 1110111100 l11111t wl1i1:l1 have 110 p1111.'e1'11l` e0111|n11r1i0a1li11g light 01
00101. rllllif gl'1'l1l1ISl heat is 10111111 in tlte 1'c11' rrtys, tl1e le:1s1ir1 1110110101
rays, and 111 11 space (111 the s11|1t1' s111:1:11'11111} bey0111l the met' ratys, wl1e1't3
there is 011 light, 1110 1c111|1e1'1tt1|1'0 is the grt-111051.
The rays of 1110 su11
111110 11150 be1_~r1 111111111 to p1'01lt10e dill`0t'1111t 011011110111 ellizets.
The white
1111111010 of silver is bl:1el1c11ed in the violet T11 , in the spatcc ol`1i1`te1=n seconds. though the red l'11y will not produce 1 e some effiget in 1035 than
tw1t111y 11111111103
l'l10sphor11s is 111111111211 111 the vicinity of the Tetl Tfljf,
111111 extinguislletl inthe vieinity of tl11t "»'l01-til.
Tlllll solar light, tlt01'01010, consists 0f`tl1r00 1lill`0ren1 0r111'1s of rays, 11110 produeilig 120101, a S01:0111l [`l'l`ULllJL`1l[1,g' 1'10a,1', 111111 El 1l1ir1l 1$l'11f111i1:11,1' effects.
*=
The opacity ofthe interior of the
globe ofthe sun is no renson why
it may 11111 act ll pilfl in the 1110111101100 DT
pr0set°1'11ti011 ol 1110 5111111 heat;
011 the
COl1l1'l1|'}", it appcttrs highly probable 111111 consistent with the diseoveries, that the 1l111'l< nttclcus 01' the 3l|l`| is the tntttguzine frotn whttsh
its heat is tlischurgedg while the 1111111110115 or
phosphorescent mantle
wliich thc heat freely pcrtfatles, is the 1-1-gion where its
light is generatctl.
l'lerschell's own c1t|1c1irn1=nt:1 ztssnrc us, that invisible
rays, which
l1111~e the power of l1c11ti11g, and which :ire
totally distinct from those
which protluce light, are actttttlly erntttcd from the sun; and 111111 lttntinous 1'Et)1S, i11e=1|J11ble ol'
producing l1c11t, are discharged f`r11111 the sftme
These Facts, therefore, not onl conhrm
source.
tl1ethcory which we
1111111 statetl, but receive in 10111 111, {i'l.J|I]
the most s11tisF.1e1ory
es plnnetion.
The invisible rnys, which pervade
every 111111 ol' the solar
spectrum, f`or111e1l by 11 prism, and which extend beyond its 11-1] e:1:tr1-mi1y,11re emittettl 1`1or11 the 11_11111y11e nucleus, and therefore excite no senstt'Ll[J1l of light
on the humttn rtina; while the eoiorcd rays, which Form
the spectrum ttstfll, are Llischnrgetl from the luminous 111111101 that cneirsolid nucleus, and therefore endowed with the
of illu"

lt l111s

lately

thatthtrory,

eles the

p1'o|1c1'ties

nnnnnon.
il

llencc it is easy

to

assign

are, apparently alwstts in

the

reason

why

thc

and heat of the
and why thc one

light

of eomhinaliun,
ctnunatton cannot be obtained without the other.
The hem pi-0j1»¢;11,11
from tl1e darl-1
and the light emitted from the luminotts
aitrnosphf-re,
are
lines tliverging in every possible dirt-ction so that tlto
,
radtations
be
two
must
uniformy intcrminglcd, t1n1l,1-is in a strcum flow.
from two contiguous sources, the heat must
ing
always aeeotnpttrty its
kindred element.
'Ne find the invisible heat ofthe sun
existing semfrom
its
and
11
of
rately
light,
less than
sun

it

strtte

body,
thr111t'r1ofl`1n

nossessing

degree

refrmigibility
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the least
least refrangible
Light has likeprismatic spectrum.
refrangible rays
spectrum. Light
rays of the prismatic
wise been found separate
imagined that
heat and though
separate from heat,
though itit may
may be imagined
this arises from the extreme tenuity
ofthe
light of
the
yet, when the light
ofthe
light, yet,
the light,
tenuity of
moon
is concentrated by
we ought certainly to
moon is
by powerful
powerful burning mirrors,
mirrors, we
ought certainly
;

have expected
heat, if
if any
expected that the heat,
any did
delicate thermometers. Every
attempt,
Every attempt,
rays of the moon,
failed
moon, has completely
completely failed,
rays

exist, vould
would be appreciable
exist,
appreciable by
however, to detect heat in the
hovever,

and ve
we are
are entitled to presume
presume
that a greater
proportion of heat than of light
light has been absorbed by that
greater proportion
If light
light and heat,
different substances, endowed
then, be two different
luminary.
heat, then,
lutninary.
with different chemical and physical
is it
physical properties,
properties, is
it not unphilosophical
unphilosophical
to suppose
they are emitted fromthe
from the same
same source,
when we
acwe have acsuppose that they
sou1'ce,when
in the sun,
regions in
tually
two different regions
which we
we can,
can, with more
more proprosun, to vhich
tually two
priety,
priety, refer their origin?''
origin 2"
At/nospheric Electricity
Electricity is
is produced
heat. All the
or heat.
Atmospheric
produced from caloric,
caloric, or
phenomena
can be produced
produced by
by heat. These fluids,
when
electricity can
phenomena of electricity
fluids, Vl`l6l]
are repulsive
developed, are
all moother, and become the agents
morepulsive to each other,
developed,
agents of all
tion in
in the universe.
Electricity
vhole of
ofthe
earth's atmosphere,
the earth's
atmosphere, and perperElectricity pervades
pervades the whole
all the mutual actions of nature. It
forms all
It is
is the main agent
agent in the
trees and plants
oftrees
growth of
cause of the rain,
the cause
rain, and of the refreshing
growth
plants-the
refreshing
dew.
vhich accumulates upon
The heat which
of the earth during
during
upon the surface ofthe
the day,
repulses the electric fluid to the upper
day, repulses
this
regions
fluid carupper regions:
ries with it
ries
it vaporous
particles, vhich
which form themselves into clouds,
clouds, and
vaporous particles,
at length
length become so
so dense that they
are attracted again near
they are
again near to the
vhen the electric fluid is
earth, when
is gradually
gradually dissipated
dissipated by
or magearth,
by the heat or
magvhich it
it again
netism which
ne'ism
again comes
comes in contact with,
watery vapor,
vapor, bewith, and the watery
coming disengaged,
drops of rain.
These drops,
coming
discngaged, falls in drops_
drops, however,
still contain tt
still
considerable. quantity
a considerable
quantity of the electric fluid,
is
fluid, which is
dispersed through
through the atmosphere,
atmosphere, and which accounts
accounts fo1'
for the refreshing
refreshing
dispersed
coolness ofthe
of the air after asltower.
a shower. By
By the same
same agency is
produced the
agency is produced
night.
dews ofthe
of the night.
prevents the particles
'I`he
The heat prevents
float
particles of vapor,
vapor, which float
in
in the air, from falling
falling to the earth during
during the day,
day, these particles
particles beinobeing
when the sun
insolated vith
sun has sunk behind the westwith electricity
electricity; but vhen
ern
its rays,
is dissipated,
ern hills,
hills, and the heat occasioned by
by its
partidissipated, these partirays, is
are attracted to the earth, moistencles, with the electricity they
cl--s,
contain, are
earth,
electricity they contain,
its herbage, and
producing the coolness of the evening.
ing its
ing
producing
evening. For the
herbage,
a hot day.
highest in a
same cause
same
always sail highest
cause clouds always
evaporation is
is
day. All evaporation
these two
two fluids.
ofthese
fluids.
produced by
agency of
produced
by the combined agency
spheres, and cause
Magnetism keep the planets
Electricity and Magnetism
cause
planets in their spheres,
Electricity
is the great
sun is
great centre ofthe
their revolutions aroundxthe
around the sun. The sun
of the soIt is
is magnetic,
of light and heat. It
source oflight
It is
lar system.
It
lar
system.
is the source
magnetic, and natuWet°e it
it not for the great
Were
its centre.
rally attracts all bodies to its
great body
body of
rally
it would be attracted into the sun.
sun.
But
electricity that encircles the earth,
earth, it
electricity
this repulsive
magnetism : this
of the electric
repulsive to magnetism
electricity is
is repulsive
repulsive power
power ofthe
electricity
magnetic or
or centripetal
power, and gives
sun's magnetic
a' barrier to the sun's
fluid is
is a"
centripetal power,
gives
consequently, its
its motion round the
centrifugal force,
the earth its
its centrifugal
force, and, consequently,
same also with the other bodies.
sun.
The
sun.
The same
existing betveen
between the moon
moon and our
strong attraction existing
our plaThere is
is a
a strong
plagreater body
a greater
or heat, than
net ; but the former contains a
body of magnetism,
magnetism, or
heat,
latter, and the electricity
the latter,
electricity of the earth arrests the attractive tendency,
tendency,
its motion round the earth.
moon its
ofives the moon
and gives
able
never
been
to
account
never
have
account
satisfactorily,
on any
any naAstronomers
nasatisfactorily, on
;

—

:

;
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bodies.
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planets, and hence it has
centrifugal
been ascribed to the immediate power
But if it
boon
of the Supreme Being._
Being.
power ofthe
if it
to give
planets their centrifurequired
power at first
first to
giro the planr-ts
required this immediate power
,cr-ntr|fu~
inotion round the sun,
this power
sun. it
it
power
requires also that this
gal force and motion
requires
attracted into the
should be constantly
prevent their being
constantly exercised, to prevent
being attracted
he continually
sun.
sun must
ofthe
The centripetal
the sun
must be
continually balanced by
ccntripetal power
power of
by
a
a centrifugal
\'l]OlC solar System
centrifugal force of the planets,
planets, or,
time, the whole
system
in time,
or, in
"
vould
would become wrecked and disorganized.
llr. Burritt.
Burritt in
in his "Geogradisorganized. Mr.
Geograofthrthe Heavens,"
Heavens." says
says Zphy of
phy
"
"Every
planet moves
o|°bit vith
moves in
its orbit
velocity varying
in its
with 11
every instant,
a velocity
varying every
instant,
Every planet
in consequence
consequence of two
two forces,
forces; one
one tending
sun. and
centre of the sun,
tending to the centre
the other in the direction of a
a tangent to its
its orbit,
arising from the primiprimiorbit, arising
tangent
tive impulse
impulse _giren
given at the lime
launcher! into space.
time it
'l`he
it rms
The former
was launched
space.
is called its
is
its centripetal, the latter,
its crntrihrg/tl
latter, its
centrifugal force.
cenlripela/,
jbrce. Should the
centrifugal force cease, the planet
sun by its
fall to the sun
gravity;
centrifugal
planet would Erllto
by its gravity,
were the Sun
were
sun not to attract it,
vou|d fly
it, it
it would
its orbit in a
a straight
straight
fly off from its
ofthe
tural principles,
the planets
principles, for the centrifugal force of

it,has

:

:

line.
line.

"
By the time aa planet
its aphelion, or
its
point of its
"By
planet has reached its
apbelion, or that point
orbit which is
is farthest from the sun,
overcome its
its
sun, his attraction has overcome
velocity, and draws it
it towards him vith
with such an
an accelerated motion,
velocity,
motion, that
it
it at lastovercomes
last overcomes the sun's
sun's attraction,
past him,
him then gradugraduattraction, and shoots past
ally decreasing
decreasing in
in velocity,
it arrives at the perihelion,
velocity, it
perihelion, when
when the sun's atally
traction again
again prevails."
prevails."
The above theory
gravitation of the heavenly
is
that
theory of the gravitation
heavenly bodies is
now universally received by astronomers.
now
They
are agreed
ascribing
universally
by
'l`liey are
agreed in ascribing
thc centrifugal
the
planets in
first instance to the Supreme
it) the first
centrifugal force of the planets
Snprenie
Being, (and
vorlds ove
all worlds
owe not only
motion, but
hut origin,)
only their motion,
origin.) but
Being,
(and to him all
they have thiled
failed to point
point out to us
ns those agents by
was
they
agents b which that force was
first
first given.
given.
Motion is
is the result of certain fixed laws, established by the
2lVS,
by
Deity.
lavs we
ve are
are only approaching one
step nearer
nearer
Deity. In seeking
seeking for those laws
only approaching one step
to him who is
is the Author and Creator of
ol all
all things.
Now, astronomers
astronomers
things. Now,
have not only
left its
us in the dark relative to the laws by vhich
only lett
by which the Deity
Deity
gave
move in
in the regions
gave projectile
projectile force to the bodies that move
regions of space,
space, but
it
they
have, it seems
seems to me,
many particulars
particulars to account
account for the
they have,
me, failed in many
gravitation of those bodies without a
a constant miracle every
gravitation
every momr-nt
moment
taking place,
or, in other words, without the constant exercise of infinite
taking
infinite
place,-or,
power.
pover.
It
It is
is said that centrifugal force was
was given the planets when launched
centrifugal
given
planets
into the regions
regions of space
space from the hands of the Supreme
Being.
Suprenm Being.
Their attractive power
was acquired
same instant. The
The sun
sun being
pover vas
being
acquired at the same
the larger
body and the centre of the solar system
system the tendency
larger body
of the
tendency
planets
towards him , but the centrifugal
impetus, at first
planets would be tovards
first givi
centrifugal impetus,
given
them, so nicely
nicely counterbalances this attraction, that they can
them,
fly
attraction,
they can neither fly
off nor
nor rush together, but move
move around him in their present
together,
present order and
if this were
were so,
harmony. But if
so, the distances ofthe
of the planets
planets from the
sun. and from each other,
other, would
\'ould ever
sun,
ever be invariably the same, and their
invariably
same,
motions would
vould of necessity be uniform and regular.
necessity
regular.
Suppose, for instance,
ninety-five millions of
Suppose,
instance, the earth to have been ninety-five
miles foom the sun
sun when motion was
was first given
given it,
and suppose
it, -and
suppose this
distance to have been that point in space where the centrifugal and cencenpoint
space
centrifugal
tripetal
were precisely
adjusted and balanced ; the same
tripetal forces were
same distance
precisely adjusted
would have been constantly
constautlv maintained between them in the revolutions
;

—

;

-

;

—
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of the one
perfectly
one round the other,
other, and the orbit of the earth would be perfectly
And itit would maintain the
spherical, instead of elliptical,
nov is.
is.
spherical,
elliptical, as itit now
it had
same velocity,
velocity, without being
or accelerated, which it
same
being either retarded or
But
balanced.
first
first
at
time
were
at
acquired
the
were
when
tVO
the
two
powers
acquired
powers
the reverse
reverse is
fact.
is the fact.
its
planet has reached its
Again.
The theory
that,-" By
Again.
theory that,—"
By the time aa planet
his
his
the sun,
from
is
farthest
that
its
orbit
which
sun,
point
is
or
of
its
aphelion,
point
aphelion,
with such
its velocity,
attraction has overcome
overcome its
velocity, and draws itit towards him vith
sun's attraction, and
it at last overcomes
overcomes the sun's
an
an accelerated motion,
motion, that it
it arrives at the
shoots past him: then gradually decreasing in velocity, it

velocity,

gradually decreasing

past him;

—

difficulties.
"-has
its difficulties.
has its
sun's attraction again
prevails "
again prevails
vhen the sun's
perihelion,
perihelion, when
centrifuearth's 667Lf'T1;fI(/overpowered the earth's
any time overpovered
sun's attractive force at any
If the sun's
same with an
an accelerated motion towards him,
gal,
bring the same
gal, so as to bring
ratio,
same ratio,
moment, would decrease in the same
the centrifugal, from that moment,

centrQ"ugal,

which
The attractive power
Gun.
and the earth would rush upon
power vhich
upon the sun.
nearer
vould constantly
quickened velocity
produced
constantly increase the nearer
velocity would
produced the quickened
approached each other,
tvo bodies approached
the two
other, and that accelerated motion could
sulhcient to break or overpower
centrifugal force sufficient
impart centrifugal
never impart
overpover that atnever
indefinite period
sun
for
any
sun
the
to rush past
the
earth
cause
period
and
cause
traction,
any
past
traction,and
vith
move around him with
vould continue to move
contrary, it
it would
On
On the contrary,
of time.
lost in that
was
was finally
it
its orbit, until it
lessening its
finally lost
velocity, lessening
increased velocity,
immense body.
body.
vhich gives
itself which
velocity itself
is the increased velocity
it is
gives
is
it
is said that it
But then it
this means
means the
fly off,
tendency to fly
or tendency
centrifugal force,
by this
off, so that by
the centrifugal
force, or
regains
overpowered, and the earth thus regains
is overpowered,
or centripetal
attractive or
centripetal force is
is not the
its perihelion.
when in its
it had lost
lost when
vhich it
the distance which
perihelion. But is
attrac?
can that attrac~
and can
increased velocity
velocity caused by
by increased attraction fl-and
it to
cause it
itself, and cause
overpower itself,
sufficient to overpower
body suflicient
any body
give force to any
tion give
same
aphelion at the same
regain its
its aphelion
or to regain
or
beyond,
distance
travel an
an equal
beyond,
equal
is utterly
seems to me,
This, it
it seems
in the heavens?
utterly impossible.
impossible.
point in
me, is
This,
point
sun,
tendency of the earth towards the sun,
velocity and tendency
The increased velocity
equal to the attractive force that had
just equal
or just
proportion, or
would bein
be in proportion,
overhence, in order to overthis
greater than this:
no greater
it would be no
caused it,
it, and it
require
is
now held,
held, the earth would require
is now
which
force vhich
attractive
power
that
power
it originally had,
vhich it
Lesides that which
it lesides
an
originally had, and that which
an impetus given it

—

:

impetus given

was given it
by attraction.
was
given it by
To the
we look for this required
required additional force? To
Now,
Now, where shall we
this
to this
it?
answer
it ?
The
answer
impart
he
does
means
means
what
by
If
so,
impart
Creator'?
Creator?
so, by
agents
are the agents
caloric and electricity
electricity are
question has already been given
given :-caloric
_

question
employed.
employed.

already

:

the planets are
moment that the
a moment
us suppose for a
Let us
planets are struck from the solar
suppose
is arrested in its annual revolutions,
revolutions, and sudsystem, and that the earth is
1n,1ts
system,
it would
first motion that would be given
The first
given it
denly becomes stationary.
stationary. The
motion
denly
strong attractive power
power upon
sun, through
upon the
through its strong
directly towards the sun,
be directlv
upon the
opposing power
were strong
pover created upon
strong opposing
Afl(l
And unless there vere
earth.
opposNow
Now this opposeventually be attracted into the former.
it would eventually
latter, it
which
great body
electricity vhich
body of electricity
exist in the great
actually
does
force
ing
actually
ing
rays of heat which is
is
produced from the rays
is produced
earth. and is
surrounds the earth,
surroundsthe
when sufficiently
fluid, vhen
This fluid,
sun.
developed, would
sufficiently developed,
sent off from the sun,
or heat contained in
body of magnetism
great body
magnetism or
become repulsive
repulsive to the great
resisting force sufficient to counterbalance the
a resisting
the sun and thus acquire a

sun,

acquire

A'
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other, and give
give the earth the
other,
the sun.
sun.
course
is
is greatly confirmed
by the course
greatly
in a
a direct line for the
are seen
seen often going in
These bodies are
of comets.
approached to that body
sun but when they
sun;
body within certain disthey have approached
it.
-. they have
been known to diverge,
diverge, and recede directly from rt.
tances,
they
or develops a
they near
n
near him,
'l`he
sun. as
rays of heat from the sun,
as they
The rays
hun, create or
force,
of the electric fluid to give
sutlicient quantity
quantity ofthe
give them a
a repulsive force,
sufficient
\'llCn
is changed
unparalleled velocity
velocity
changed and they
when their motion is
they recede with unparalleled
point of attraction.
from the point
vithin 130,000 miles of the sun.
Thc
The comet of 1050
approached within
1680 approached
sun.
In
as nearest the sun, it
was
that part
its orbit which u
with the amazamazpart of its
sun, it flew vith
in an
lt was
was then exposed
l,000,000miles in
an hour.
It
ing
ing swiftness of l,000,000miles
exposed
greater than the solar heat
to a
a heat twenty-seven
twenty-seven thousand times greater
exceeds, several thousand times,
'1`his
This intensity
intensity of heat exceeds,
at the earth.
times,
all the degrees
we are
that of red-hot iron,
iron, and indeed all
are able to
degrees of heat we
must have produced
a
vast quantity of
produce.
This intense heat must
produced a
produce.
quantity
electricity, which gave
its centrifugal
gave the comet
comet its
centrifugal force,
electricity,
force, and caused itit to recede vith
with such velocity.
it
is
Comets
themselves,
is
generally
allowed,
themselves, it
velocity.
generally allowed,
contain more
more heat than other celestial bodies,
this heat is
bodies, and from this
is proproduced much of the electric fluid,
seen in
in the vaporous
it is
is seen
vaporous atmosfluid, and it
phere
is commonly termed the tail
phere which surrounds them,
them, and in what is
commonly
of comets,
extending sometimes for many
It
is this
It is
comets, extending
many millions of miles.
great
is constantly
electricity which is
great quantity
quantity of electricity
produced from the heat
constantly produced
of these bodies that completely
sun's centripetal
overpowers the
completely overpowers
the sun's
centripetal force,
force,
causes them to remove
remove wholly beyond his attractive influence
and causes
influence;,wholly beyond
otherwise,
when they
once come
come vithin
within that attractive power,
otherwise, vhen
they once
power, their orbits
would be fixed in that relative distance,
distance, and they
they would move
move around
sun vith
with the constancy
the sun
constancy and the regularity
planets themselves.
regularity of the planets
This view of the subject
accounts for another singular
singular phenomenon
subject accounts
which we
we witness with
vith regard
comets.
The
The luminous train of a
regard to comets.
comet usuallyfollows
as
comet
usually follows il,
it approaches
it
it, as
sun, and goes
goes before
it,
approaches the sun,
before it,
when the comet
comet recedes from the sun.
sun.
Allowing the luminous train to
Allowing
be electricity,
as this fluid and heat
heal are
are repulsive
repulsive to each other,
other, the pheelectricity, as
phenomenon just named would of necessity occur.
nomenon
just
necessity occur.
Now from this fact
Now
fact we
we derive the most
most positive evidence that an
an inpositive
creased repulsive
repulsive force,
force, is
is communicated to the comet, when
its pericomet, vhen in its
perihelion,
sun, nor
helion, which itit neither acquired
nor from
acquired from the attraction of the sun,
the motion it
it had before it
came within
it came
vithin that attractive influence.
If the
increased centrifugal
centrifugal force was
was effected by
by attraction,
attraction, the luminous train
would maintain its
its position in the rear
rear of the comet
comet when receding
position
receding from
from
the sun,
sun, the same
as vhen
when approaching
same as
approaching him. But the fact of its
its changchangits
its
entire
ing
position,
always keeping
on the side of the comet
ing
position, and always
comet didikeeping on
rectly opposite
sun, proves
proves that the whole
vhole is
is effected by
opposite to the sun,
rectly
by a
a strong
strong
repulsive force existing
existing between the two
two bodies.
repulsive
From
From the fact that the electric fiuid
fluid increases when
when the comet
comet is
is in its
its
perihelion, extending
extending its
its train of electricity by means
perihelion,
electricity by means of the intense heat
sent off
off" from the sun
is evolved, we
\'llCt
evolved, ve might
the sun from which itit is
might expect,
expect, when
the earth vas
was in its
its fperihelion,
perihelion, to witness a
a similar phenomenon.
phenomenon.' And
And
the
a
a like phenomenon
is witnessed in what is
is termed the aurora
phenomenon is
aurora boreali*.
borealis,
or northern lights.
or
lights.
attracnve
attractive force of the

two bodies for each
two

now performs
performs around
we have here presented
The
The theory
presented
theory we

course

;

which it
it

nov

within
dis_recede directly
_evelope

I
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" The earth being in its
in
its perihelion
perihelion about the first
first of January, and in
lts
its aphelion about the first
first of July, ve
nearer
we are
are three millions of miles nearer
"

#

being

January,

aphelion

sun in
the sun

July,

winter than in
in midsummer."

The

sun then
rays
rays of the sun

falling vertically
vertically upon
upon the southern regions
a greater
globe, create agreater
falling
of the, globe,
regions ofthe
proportion of heat,
vhich is
is evolved a
electriquantity of electrigreater quantity
a greater
proportion
heat, from which
city,
repulsion to the northern regions,
city, which being
being thrown off by
by repulsion
regions, and
accumulating in a
more dense body at the vicinity of the Pole, not only
a more
accumulating
Pole,
body
only
vicinity
its frequent
presents, by
frequent variations,
by its
variations, the luminous aspect
heavens,
aspect in the heavens,
presents,
which ve
we denominate the Aurora Borealis,
accounts for what
Borealis, but also accounts
has never
never yet
yet been adequately
for--the
our
the extreme 'rigor
rigor of our
adequately accounted for
is cold,
winters. Electricity
Electricity is
cold, and ofcourse
is repulsive
of course is
or
repulsive to magnetism,
magnetism, or
Hence but a
a very little
heat.
exists in
in the northern regions,
very little heat exists
being
regions, it being
inby the great
electricity there.
repulsed by
The electric fluid ingreat body
repulsed
body of electricity
creases
creases in quantity
into the atmosphere,
atmosphere,
quantity also,
also, the further you
you ascend into
by the heat upon
upon the earth's
being
earth's surface
being repulsed
repulsed by
a measure
subject in a
IVere not this subject
measure foreign
Were
foreign to the object
object of these Lecpleased to give
give these interesting
ture.",
interesting facts a
a further investures, II should be pleased
it is,
as it
tigation
myself with what has
is, II must content myself
tigation; but inasmuch as
offered
having been to illustrate
illustrate the fact,
already
fact, that
my design
design having
already been offered-my
are the agents employed by the Creator,
the magnetic
agents employed by
Creator,
magnetic and electric fluids are
all motion in the universe.
given you
in
But, since I have given
in causing
But,
causing all
you the
of the heavenly
must be
theory on
on the motions ofthe
Clairvoyant's
bodies, II must
heavenly bodies,
Clairvoyanfs theory
same by
description of the planet
planet
by giving
permitted
giving his description
permitted to close the same
its rings,
rings, &c.
inhabitants
the formation of its
Saturn-its
Siturn its inhabitants-the
was made,
experiment was
made, before he was
was put
On the evening
evening that the experiment
put to
any correct knowledge
in order to ascertain whether he had any
sleep, in
knowledge of the
sleep,
tell me
thing
question :-"" Jackson,
can you
me any
you tell
planet, II put
Jackson. can
any thing
planet,
put to him this question
u Saturn," said I.
?" said he
No sir,"
who ?"
Saturn 2" " About who
"No
I.
about Saturn?"
Saturn,"
sir,"
answer II was
was convinced that
said he,
"I donlt
know him " From this answer
don't know
he, "I
my inquiry,
subject of my
inquiry, and that he underhe was
was entirely
entirely ignorant
ignorant of the subject
Indeed.
know that he is
some person.
is naturally
stood me
me to refer to some
Indeed, I know
person.
naturally
sciences; for being
all other sciences,
of astronomy, and of all
ignorant
being born of poor,
poor,
ignorant ofastronorny,
shoe~
apprenticed to the shoeparents, and having
but respectable,
having been early
early apprenticed
respectable. parents,
ever
had
was
ever
was
Hve
Prischooling
he
five
months.
business, the only
making
only schooling
making business,
and he has frequently
me that he nenever had,
vate instructors he never
had,-and
frequently told me
it

—

;

—

—

:

"

—

"

1

"

"

—

any science.
vcr read a
boolc on
on any
ver
a book
state, (clairvoyance,) I requested
was thrown into the trance state,
Atler he was
After
(clairvoyance,) requested
Saturn, and tell
tell me what he sav
saw there.
him to go and take aa view of Saturn,
there.

go
ure what_
in the direction of the
a movement of the head
immediately made a
He
He immediately
head in
movement
When he returned,
returned,
was absent in mind about ten minutes.
planet, and was
planet,
aboutten minutes. When
you see
beautihlll Did you
see those splendid
follows::-"" O,
he spoke
splendid
O, how beautiful!
spoke as follows
are formed,
for astronomers have
how they
you how
tell you
rino-s ?
Now I will tell
Now
formed,for
they are
rings?
matter.
yet understood the matter._
never
never yet
"
"
is very
The
air th*Te,
rtselfis
I`he aw'
first, place, the planet
In the first
very beautiful.
there, is
planet itself
place,
The three grses.
gtses.
on the other planets.
is on
it is
serene than it
more
more clear and serene
planets. The
compose in part Saturn's
which compose
Suturn's atmosand
hydrogen
oxygen,
carbon,
1n_
atmos~
part
Oxygen, hydrogen and
inner ring, is more
or inner
more brilltxnt
brill mt
The
The first,
two rings.
foru. the two
phere, form
ring,
rings.
first,_or
phere,
different
colors
colors.
The
evThe oxygen,
seven
oxygen exseven
have
both
one
than the outer one--both
Hrst ring
see the first
formed, and no faryou see
tends from the planet
ring formed,
planet to where you
no_farthe gases above, the rays of llglzt
light
separated there from thc
It
It being
ther.
rays
being separated
gasesabove,
point of division.
division, makes it
it very brilit at the polut
sun filling
from the sun
upon' it
falling upon
very
in the
seera from the earth,
it can
can be seen
earth, through
through telescopes,
telescopes,1n
so that it
liant, so

—

_

—

liant,

_

I

_

_

i

rs
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quite round.
variegated band, extending quite
and variegated
form of a broad,
broad, beautiful and
falling
is the
tl1e ripper
gas, and the E-illmg
lt is
oxygen gas,
It
upper extremity of the oxygen
the planet.
planet
phenomenon,
produces this
that produces
this splendid
i^-fit upon
it, that
rays of light
of tM
the rays
splendid }ll1t'll0|Il0ll0ll'
upon it,
wonder of the world. The
Keen the admiration and \'onder
which has
lias long
long been
you Seo
to where you
planet to
gases extend from the planet
carbonic gases
hydrogen and earbouic

round

I

where

hydrogen

different subof ditlereut
These gases
composed of
the second or
gases being
being composed
ring.
or outer ring.
upon by
by the
when acted upon
so clear,
clear, vhen
stances
from the other,
stances froiu
other, and not being so
they there
ring, which they
extremity, render the second ring,
light, at
at their outer extremity,
light,
less brilliant than the other.
form, less
form,
~'
being formed in the
planets have their rings
The
The other planets
rings like Saturn,
Saturn, being
planets, you
you are
are
being so pure
on the other planets,
same
but the gases
gases not being
pure ou
same way
way-but
when l aut
am in
always see
see them when
can always
not able to discover them,
them, though
though l can
see them. They
its rings,and
The moon
you sometimes see
moon has its
this state. The
ring8, and you
'1`hey
'
is tt
sign of a
Circles 7'0ILIL(i
nwouj and say,
say, 'itit is
a storm.'
round the 7ll007L,l
a sign
call them
moon you could at
were at the moon
The earth also has two
two rings,
if you
rings, and if
you
you were
seven
earth's surface seven
times see
The oxygen
see them.
oxygen extends from the earth's
hydroofthe
lirst ring.
ring.
The carbon and hydrothe hrst
miles,
there, is the formation of
miles,-1herc,is
ring is
is
gases extend still
still further,
gen
gen gases
further, and at their termination the second ring
Vhen you
a double rainbow, you see
formed.
When
is called a
rainbov, you see aa
you see what is
lac-simile of
likeness of these very
rings; and they
they are,
are, in color,
color, aa fac-simile
very rings,
Saturn's.
Saturn's.
"
>o you know
Do
is inhabited
inhabited??
are very
The people
people there are
very
you know that Saturn is
diffident from the people
diflerent
on this earth.
are very beautiful,
They are
people on
They
very beautiful, and
is
they have very
very high
high foreheads,
foreheads, and their symmetry
more
more intellectual-tliey
intellectual
symmetry is
perfect.
transparent that you
Their skin is
is so
so clear and transparent
can almost see
perfect. 'l`heir
you can
the blood as
it circulates
through the veins. There is
there;
is no
no sin there'
as it
through
are unacquainted
ith strife and bitterness,-they
they are
bitterness,
they worship
worship God
they
uuacrprainted \with
with willing
willing hearts,
hearts, all
all as
as one.
one.
There is
is no
no sickness there,
there, because
they obey
They live uiue
nine or
or ten hunthey
organic laws of their nature. They
obey the organic
vhen the system
dred years,
years, and die of old age,
system has worn
worn itself
itself out."
out."
age, when
••

—

I

I

;

••

'

I

—

—

LECTURE FOURTH.
LECTURE
FOURTH.
are to speak,
speak, 1st,
this Lecture we
we areto
production of Animal MagIs
In this
Maglst, of the production
Clarmativeness; and 3d,
2d, of Clarmativeness;
Clairvoyance.
netism; Qd,
3d, of Clairvoyance.
netism;
was given
word for
[The whole of this Lecture was
given by
by the Clairvoyant,
Clairvoyant, vord
ovn mouth at the time.]
as II penned
word, as
penned it from his own
word,
tiuie.]
Magnetism is
is a
a modification
modihcation of caloric or
or atmospheric
Animal Magnetism
atmospheric magnetmagnetWhen
system by
Vhen this fluid enters the system
lungs, and through the
ism.
by the lungs,
through
the flesh,
flesh, the action of the physical
physical system
ofthe
pores and glands
chanso alum.
glands of
pores
system so
modifies it, that it
it becomes of a
a more
more subtle and refined nature,
ges and inodines
ges
nature,
it

it,

is fitted
fitted for its
its office in the sympathetic nerves, producini
it is
it
sympathetic nerves, produeiug senall the involuntan
the body,
ofthe
sation and r>.ll
transmitting these
involuntary motions of
body, and transmitting
tothe
At the brain,
the brain.
sensations to
undergoes another change
or
chai
brain, itit under;oes
'l`he
The volitive and magnetic
magnetic action of the brain so
moditieatioa.
modification.
cl;
so elianneg
that it
it takes the most
most subtle and rehned
refined forru
this fluid,
form that is
it
fluid, tnat
when it
it composes the substance of mind itself
being pro
uced, when
itself
is
Mind is
being
pro luced,
composes
magnetisn.
It
is produced,
or rather formed in the brain, by means
u.
It is
produced, or
magnetis
brain, by ineans of

so
so

that

capablcoof
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the five senses,
as we
senses, as
we showed in
our first
It is
in our
first Lecture.
It
is then life
pure
life-pure
" atelligence—
that breath of God which he breathed into man
vhen he
telligence-that
man when
beecame
ecame a
living soul.
a living
The mind which is
is thus produced,
what, in our
our for_mcr
former reproduced, composes
composes what,
was termed the larger mind.
marks,
This spiritual
spiritual principle
is endowmarks, was
larger
principle is
ed with the power
power of producing,
through the exercise of its
producing, through
its own
own volition
or
was denominated the lesser mind, and which ve
vhich was
or will,
will, a fluid,
fluid, which
we
mind,
shallqiere
It
shall here term Animal Electricity.
Electricity.
is the most
It is
most refined of all
all the
electric fluids,
is the agent
ofall
all muscular and voluntary motion.
agent of
fluids, and is
voluntary
impracticability of mind moving
utter impracticability
The Utter
matter, without an
ade
an ademoving matter,
agency, has often been demonstrated. And vhat
quate intermediate agency,
what
quate
can the mind employ than that of which we
other agency
agency can
we have spoken?
employ
Ve know that when ve
we will to move
move the body
We
or limbs,
they obey
obey us.
body or
limbs, they
fact evidence sufficient that the will itself has the power of
Is
this fact
Is not this
power
vhich is
dispensing that force,
or agent,
agent, which
is adequate
adequate to the moving
force, or
dispensing
moving of the
muscle, and consequently
consequently ofthe
of the body?
muscle,
body?
That there is
is such a
fluid as
a fluid
as animal electricity,
electricity, is
is proved
proved by
by the torpedo,
eel, so called.
This animal can
can at pleasure paralyze a
pedo, or electric eel,
pleasure paralyze a
limb at some
some distance,
even produce
produce instant death,
distance, and even
death, in the smaller
animals.
Now, if
if this fish can
vill discharge
can at will
discharge a
a current of electricity,
electricity,
Now,
vhich
which produces
effects, is
is there anything more
produces these effects,
anything more marvellous in the
fact,
is capable
discharging, through
through the exer~
fact, that the human mind is
exercapable of discharging,
cise of its
its own
own will,
a like fluid, to subserve the purposes of motion and
will, a
fluid,
purposes
locomotion of body?
body? Certainly
Certainly not.
I am
am aware
I
aware that this
this subject
subject is
is exceedingly difficult
satisfactory inexceedingly difficult of satisfactory
vestigation.
men require
require ocular demonstration of a
vestigation; Most men
a thing
thing before
they
will consent to believe it
this is
is a
a subject,
subject, among
they will
others,
it; but this
among many
many others,
vhich will not admit of such demonstration. I, however, have this ocwhich
I, however,
I am
cular demonstration whilst I
am in the clairvoyant state, for I
I can
can see
see
clairvoyant state,
this fluid,
is discharged
vill into the cerebellum,
discharged by
by the will
cerebellum, passing
fluid, as itit is
passing
from thence along
along the muscular nerves,
them, and thus propronerves, contracting
contracting them,
ducing
can also see the magnetic
which exexducing voluntary
voluntary motion. I can
magnetic fluid vhich
ists
ists in
in the sympathetic
is very
sympathetic nerves,
it is
brilliant, and lights up to my
nerves,-it
very brilliant,
lights up my
viev the vhole
view
can see
whole system,
so that II can
see every
every part
part ofthe
of the animal frame.
system, so
Ican
I
vhich is
is still
can also see
itself, which
still more
see the mind itself,
more refined and luminous
;I can see every motion of the
Ican
mind, and that is
is the reason
reason why
why II am
am
every
able to tell
tell you
your thoughts,-l/taught
thoughts,
thought is simply
you all your
simply the motion
motirm of the
mind.
magnetic fluid in the sympathetic
Now there is
Now
is not much magnetic
nerves of
sympathetic nerves
away by
my
it has been taken away
system, because it
magnetizing me,
my system,
by magnetizing
me, and that
is the reason
is
or feeling
feeling in my
reason that there is
no sensation or
is no
my limbs. If you
you
flesh, I should not be sensible of
my flesh,
should inflict
inflict any
any injury
upon my
injury upon
_should
transmit that sensation to the brain.
is no
no fluid to transmit
any
any pain,
pain, because there is
entirely closed to all
are entirely
You see
all external impressenses are
see that the five senses
impresthrough the natural organs. My
now through
sions. I neither see
nor hear now
see nor
organs.
My
was l/te
bandaged, (which
the fact,) and yet I see
are now
now closed and banclagcd,
eyes are
(w/tic/1. was
eyes
yet see
facl,_)
stop my
ears, and it
every
vill make
part of your
your system.
it will
make no
no
my ears,
every part
system. You may
may stop
When J
am in this state,
regard to my
difference with regard
state, no
,I am
no
hearing. When
my hearing.
through the natural organs.
upon my
are made upon
impressions
organs.
In
Impressions are
my brain through
are not only
previous developments
this state,
my previous
developments are
only enlarged,
State, my
enlarged, but all my
my
I possess
perfect action.
are set in perfect
mental faculties are
possess the power
power of extendcan see
space,
see things
past, present,
ing
my vision throughout
throughout all space,-can
things past,
present, and to
ing my
1
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whir
II have now
now arrived to the highest
highest decree
knowledge whic
degree of knowledge
is capable
always like
the human mind is
like to r
capable of acquiring. II would always
am Separated from the world,
lor here Il am
world, and nm
am pe
state, for
tins state,
main in
in this
separated
in the spirit,
as was
spirit, as
II am
was he of old. Vhen
When the body
body is
is
am in
nappy.
fectlv happy.
as lI now
now am.
boas
am.
cast otf, lI shall be
cxrstioll,
or the different
diflirent state of magnet~
speak of C/airnzafireness,
211.
ClairpuUiveneu,oi
2d. Il am
am to speak
magnetcome.
come.

ism.
compound word, and literally
literally signifies-clearly
Clairmativeness
t'lairmativeness is
is a
signifies
r/rarh/
a compound
this new
word, and applied
applied it to the subject
nvw word,
ret-erscd.
II have given
subject begiven this
ted.
bestate, and because there is
is significant
cause
it is
significant of the magnetic
cause it
is no
no word
magnetic state,
in English
is new,
is expressive
new,
expressive of this science. The science is
English which is
new name.
name.
and therefore demands aa new
'1`he minds of magnetized
completely reversed.
are completely
The
persona are
magnetized persons
If you
you
ofa
tell him he
a table,
a magnetized
place the hand of
table, and tell
magnetized person
person upon
upon a
place
cannot raise it,
you vill
will discover that in his endeavors to do so,
so, he is
is
it, you
endeavors
it.
'l'ell
is trying to raise it.
down, though
though he imagines
imagines he is
pressing down.
Tell him
pressing
trying
down, and he will immediatelylift
to bear down,
table. Thus
immediately lift the hand from the table.
down and down,
But this
up.
the mind being
being reversed,
reversed, he calls up*
down, up.
up, down-and
experiment must be done by
by the magneby aa third person,
experiment
person. and not by
magnetizer ; i.
i. e. the magnetizer
tell the subject
that he cannot
cannot raise his
tizer
subject thai
magnetizer shall tell
tells him to press
but il'
person tells
if a
a third person
press
hand, when he will bear down,
down,-but
down,
The`best
it up.
The
best method of trying
trying this experidown, he will then raise it
up.
experiment
ment is,
own and tell
subject against
against your
your own
tell him
is, to place
place the hand of the subject
he cannot
remove it, and you will find he is
rannot remove
is pressing against yours.
it,
you
pressing against yours.
are, properly,
There are,
properly, four magnetic
no particular
first, no
magnetic states. In the first,
particular
are witnessed,
witnessed, only
phenomena are
only that the external organs
being in some
some
phenomena
organs being
measure
measure divested of their ordinary
magnetism, aa feeling
ordinary share of magnetism,
feeling of
dullness pervades
Persons in this state lose none
none of their
pervades the system.
system. Parsons
faculties,
are susceptible
faculties, but arc
susceptible to all external impressions.
impressions. They
They have
also the full
full pover
power of muscular action,-and
action,
and if
if nearly situated between
nearly
first and second states, they are
the first
feelings.
states, they are inclined to happy
happy feelings.
In the second state,
state, the magnetic
magnetic sleep
is produced.
They still
still retain
sleep is
produced. ']`hey
their intellectual faculties,
are divested of all
all muscular power.
power.
The
faculties, but are
pupil of the eye
eye expands,
expands, and the natural organ
organ of vision refuses to act
pupil
on the brain. The
on
The membrane and tympanic
tympanic cavity
ear expand,
cavity of the ear
expand,
and refuse to perform
The extremities are
are also somewhat cold.
perform action. The
In tho
the latter part
of
this
state, all sensation and feeling are
destroyed in
in
part
state,
feeling are destroyed
the system, so
can be performed
performed vithout
without
any surgical
surgical operation
operation can
the_system, so that any
giving pain.
pain.
giving
Third State.
Slate.
The ear
ear is
is not entirely closed to sound in the first
first part
entirely
part
of the third state.
ef
They
can hear indistinctly^
possess the power
They can
indistinctly--possess
power of
speech,
partly of muscular action.
About the middle of this state,
speech, and partly
state,
the ear
ear is
is completely closed, and all
all impressions
impressions made upon
upon the brain
completely
brain,
from external objects,
objects, are
are at an
an end.
They
are then placed
placed in a
a state of
They are
unconscious existence,
existence, so far
far as
as the external world is
is concerned.
Divested
of their ordinary
ordinary share of magnetism,
magnetism, they
to perthey possess
possess just
just enough
enough
perform vital action.
In this state there is
is
a strong sympathy existing between the
a
Operater
strong sympathy existing
this
Operator
and his Subject.
connects the mind of
Subject. The chain of sympathy
sympathy which connects
the Operator
with that of his Subject, is
tie same
the Operator vith
Subject, is animal electricity,—
electricity,-the
fluid which is the agent
fluia
is through
agent of all muscular motion. It is
the
_is
through
agency
magnetic sleep
sleep is
is effected or
agency of this fluid that magnetic
or induced.
Thu
The
it

—
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sits down with the determination to put
Operator
Subject to sleep
put his
his Subject
sleep :-Operator sits
"I the powers of his mind are
are concentrated to this object.
object. His will
lthe powers
own brain
fluid passes
this point,
ing exercised to this
point, the electric fluid
ing
passes from his own
an d nerves
patient, and forms between
nerves to the brain and system
ifcnd
system of his patient,
is completely
completely subject
one then is
'['he
th< two
two the chain of sympathy.
the
sympathy.
The one
subject to
for
may easily
manner you
you may
the control of the other ; and in this manner
easily account for
sympathetic somnambulist.
all
all the phenomena
phenomena witnessed in the sympathetic
is now
now
The chain of sympathy
Fourth State-Perfect
State
Perfect Vision.
sympathy is
subject
own no longer
is completely
Subject's mind is
broken, and the Subject's
longer subject
completely his own-no
brolcen,and
Operator.
by, that of the Operator.
to,
to, or controlled by,
a most
most mysterious
ve are
are to notice a
our subject
subject we
Under this head of our
mysterious
that the mind
the phenomenon
till
lately developed
;
till
not
phenomenon,
phenomenon
developed
,--the
lately
phenomenon,
reason.
faculty of unclouded reason.
can be clothed with the power
of man
man can
pover and faculty
original, fundamental truths of Chrisis the highest
highest evidence of the original,
It is
It
sceptical
unbelieving and sceptical
same source
source to unhelieving
tianity, delivered from the same
tianity,
for such
shame
a mantle of dee
deep
d
now shou
spread
a
should
vhich
now
and
which
men,
spread
incn,
evidently been
intellect which has evidently
The great
neglect.
sceptical neglect.
pace of intellect
great pace
sceptical
wiped
another, has not viped
one generation to another,
rapid strides from one
seen
seen taking
generation
taking rapid
is still
still looked
tramic state,
this foul scepticism,
clrtirvoyartce, is
away this
state, clairvoyance,
scepticism, but the transic
away
ages, as
as beby-gone ages,
bigotry, of by-gone
pride, and pomp,
vith all
all the pride,
upon, with
pomp, and bigotry,
upon,
preconceived
in the darkness of preconceived
is dropped
in<>- wrapped
dropped in
mystery, and is
wrapped in mystery,
ing
ever been resorted to
no scientific mvestigation
Hence,
fanaticism.
investigation has ever
Hence, no
myssame mysis clothed in the same
it is
Hence, too,
too, it
mystery.
in order to solve the mystery.
Hence,
the apostles,
apostles, by
of
days
it
was in the days
as
as
it was
upon,
loolced
is
looked
and
by
is
still,
tery
upon,
tery still,
is more
more willing
And
And the mind is
effect of satanic agency.
willing to
tn effect
many,
agency.
many, as an
go into the
mystery and go
is to throw
throv off the mystery
it is
receive it
it as such than it
cause.
primary cause.
search for the primary
and
cause has been, in the former Lectures,
Lectures, found out a«d
The primary cause
_

•

—

—

—

thel

lgas

been,

primary

—

the structure
existence,
man's physical
physical existence,-the
mystery of man's
All the mystery
we
doing this,
and in doing
solved.
this, we
ovn frame and mind,
of his own
mind, has been solved,-and
mystery
And in solving
solving the mystery
key to animal magnetism.
have found the key
magnetism. And
vhich unlocks the
key, which
we have found another key,
of animal magnetism, ve

—

explained.
explained.

magnetism,

clairvo ance.
mystery
mvster of clairvoyance.
is that of electronomy.
which the mind exists is
electronomy.
The medium through vhich
is positive,
when the Operator's
positive,
shown, that when
been shovn,
Operator's mind is
lt
tt has before
betveen the
existing between
chain of sympathy
The
The
negative.
is
is
sympathy
the Operative's
existing
negative.
Operative's
electricity,
through the medium of animal electricity,
minds, through
positive and negative
negative minds,
positive
ln this state,
In
state, every
sympathetic somnambulist.
every
makes the Subject
Subject aa sympathetic
produced through
is produced
nerves is
through the investicontraction of the muscular nerves
is not so
and
\nd when the connecting
connecting chain is
magnetizer.
not_so
gation of the magnetizer.
gition
somnambulist
more perfect
becomes aa more
perfect somuambulist.
existing in sympathy,
strongly existing
sympathy, he becomes
strongly
Subjects
produced when
Subjects mind
clairvoyance, is
state, 6h(Li7'U0]/0,-7LG>Z,
transic state,
when the
The transit:
is produced
Operator has
the Operator
the will of
ln
In this state the
positive.
ofthe
completely positive.
becomes completely
a momoConsider, for a
capacities.
mental
his
over
over
control
capacit1es._ Consider,
no powe- or
no
his_situated every
powe; or
is completeorgan is
physical organ
so situated;
one so
every physical
completement,
condition of one
ment, the condition
is then
Nothing _is
vorld. _Nothing
world.
from the external
impressions from
all impressions
external
ly shut from all
ly
is thrown into the
a stone that 1sthrovn
then, like a
is,
It
It
mind.
intothe
created
is,
the
left
led but
it
swells, extends, expands, until it
wave from the origin
the wave
water—
origin swells, extends, expands,
water,-the
it expinds, exso situated that it
is so
mind
The
The
expinds, exreaches the distant shore.
the
its wave has battered against
searches, until l[S_V8,VB
has battered against
tends
tgnds, reaches and searches,
It is the
immortal! It
immaterial immortal
is imponderable, immaterial,
It
It
!
space
of
imponderable, you
re-ions ofspace
regions
If you
all
in Y ou all!
and in
th F0 nfh
you should take the
over, thromrh,
5 »
same
safne that exists over,
verse, you
yon
to the utmost bounds of the un.
universe,
morning, and fly
Hy
the morning,
of
ofthe
wines
D
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have begun
its existence!
then that
only at the commencement
commencement of its
began only
It is thru
thnt
existence
the mind becomes clothed with the ever-pervading
infinite mind !
Suc
ever-pervading infinite
Sue,
!

lt_is

!

is
ofthe
is the condition of
Clairvoyant.
the transic Clairroyant.
'l'he
simple action of the heart,
The simple
heart, when viewed,
viewed, affords a
a beautiful illti
tration of the flight
spiritual mind.
The heart beats, and its effect is
flight of spiritual
iaetantaneoualy felt
felt at the remotest extremity of the system.
It illusIt
illusinstantaneously
system.
trates the instantaneous expansion
of the min
mind,, carried through
thc methrough the
meexpansion ofthe
dium ofthe
of the gifted
spirit.
gifted spirit.
The
The sight
sight ofthe
of the Clairvoyant,
first launched from its
Clairvoyant, when the mind i.is Grst
nidulated state,
is described as
beautifu ,great
as being
great and expansive
expansive
state, is
being aa beautif*,
the glory
light, above
glory and brightness
brightness of the sun.
This expands
light,
expands
throughout the regions
space.
throughout
regions of space.
'1'he sight,
The
sight, so called,
called, is
is |l0l
not sight
is the knowledge
sight literally;
literally, but itit is
knowledge ,which knowledge
knowledge belongs
belongs to every
of the ever-pcrvaever-pervaevery child and offspring
offspring ofthe
Supreme ONINIPOTENCIZ.
Omnipotence.
ding, and rightly
rightly exalted Sur-anne
'l`he
Clairvoyant, when in that state,
The transic
tranaic Clairvoyam,
state, addresses the world
through the medium ofthe
of the organs
organs of speech.
is designedly
It is
designedly so,
through
so, that
speech. It
he may
may hold familiar conversation.
conve|'sation.
Were itit not thus,
thus, the communication which he holds with the external world V0l1l(l
would only
as an
an echo
only be as
Hut instead of
ofa
But
of
a sound.
that, he is
is able to communicate what knowofthat,
is necessary to be revealed to the external world through
ledge is
ledge
menecessary
th1'ough the ine(_}|cr:,'r lIiNr>,
dium of the Gkeat
Mind, acting
acting upon
upon his mind,
mind, and that familiarly,
familiarly,
organs of speech.
speech.
through the organs
A
A Clairvoyant
Clairvoyant does not literally
see, but knows.
But when speaking
speaking
literally see,
to people whom
are ignorant
ignorant of such
snch existing
p--ople vhom he knows are
speaks
truths, speaks
existing truths,
in order to be understood.
familiarly, in
understood,
lle sees
fie
secs
by
favniliarly,
by the understanding
understanding
acted upon
upon by
by the Great
Gi:r:a'r Posmvrc
Positive l'1IND,
Mind, heretofore explained.
explained.
His
knowledge is
is vast,
beyond conception.
vast, beyond
l(|l0\'lC(l.g`0
conception.
He
If
often states that he is
is not permitted
things
permitted to do such and such things:he is governel
by the dictates of reason—
ned by
reason-knows
knows what is
is good to
comgood to°comand
municate,
hence, communicates what is
is good.
municate,
good. This accounts forthe
hence,
for the
fret
fact that he sometimes
sometimes refuses to gratify
gratify the idle curiosities ofthe
of the people.
people.
'l'liese
truly wonderful, existing and eternal truths, vill
These trul
wonrlerful, existing
an anantruths, will afford an
chor of sure
sure hope to the benighted mind of the Sceptic.
It throws new
nev
benighted
sceptic. lt
light
now reigns—
is the
and is
the. clearest evidence, designlight where darkness nov
reigns-and
evidence, designedly
immortality to the dark and hidden spirit of man.
so, of immort-ility
etlly so,
man.
VI|en in
in
When
spirit
the suite
state that II now
now un,
I
im, I am
am master
master ofthe
of the general
general sciences-can
sciences— can speak
speak
all l;ingu'1ges-imp
mguages— imp ut
lrt instructions upon those deep and hidden things in
upon
deep
things
nature, which the worlrl
world have not
n~n'irc-,
not been able to solve, as
solve, as II have done in
thi-se Lectures-can
Lectures
these
can name
name tne
tne different
ditlerent organs
organs in the human systemsystempoint
point out their office and functions—
and, as
as II have often done, tell
functions-and,
done, tell the
nature cause
nature
cause and symptoms of disease, an
and
l
prescribe
symptoms
disease,
prescribe the remedies that
will effect
effect the cure.
cure.
These things
cause us
us to rejoice
things should cause
ex<
rejoice with ex
iag
ce=
great
ce ling great jay,
joy, with the evilence
evidence and assurance
assurance of being
so Dlest
so
blest from
being
ahve.
This is
This
is opening the door to a
a rcvolutifin
revolution which vill
will lead to a
op'-ning
a
new' era-L liell
fiel
never before espied,— paths th it are
never
i
are untrodden.
The
The
espied,-paths
do >r
ir op ming at the explanation and
discovery of the mode of our
np -ning
explinaiion
our existdiscovery
.i
enc»-.inl
-and a
glance through
openeJ to our
our view
viev 11
through that door,
door, openel
a strange
strange,
s#-rio is sight—
seno
that of Animal
A/timal .II/tgnelixm!
Magaetum ! The sight
sign-that
sight called for an
an exiti
plan
iti
m,
tn
l
th wry threshold we
v|- dared to ask, "
plin >n, m 1 'ttu the
very
it so
so f"
And
ask, •« Is il
1iiU'lLC.'.'
true r
This is
calmly l!1'»"l"Cd,!. 'ItIt is
'l'his
is the commencement
commencement ofthe
of the new
nev
f`|r"|
-r
of
>f investigation
sight
unfolded :1
a new
e,'i
new mysterv
inv»s'i_{ntion unfiildel
mystery to our
our
view
vie v
l`.1¢ mvestigttion
investigition of that mystery, opens to our
our viev
view u
a brighter
_

_

beautiful illu_
eflbct

extremity

_

frorn_1ts
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lead,
The prospect
prospect and untrodden paths
and more
more luminous prospect.
paths lead,
prospect.
immorimmorunto
glory, honor,
unto glory,
last
honor,
ofthe
of
last investigation,
through
the
medium
the
investigation,
through
all-hoist
hoist the floodgates
say to all—
life!
I would then say
llt and eternal life
flood-gates of
I
ality
serious, solemn and eterover these serious,
pore over
nc 'iuded reason,
let them pore
unchuded
reason, and let

i

!

nal truths.
is before us.
field is
open the broad field
is open--the
the door is
solved-the
The mystery
is solved
mystery is
into those
more fully
us,
to enter more
allotted
time
fully
the
all improve
us,
Let us all
improve
participate in the blessings
arising therefrom.
blessings arising
blessings, and to participate

—

—
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APPENDIXAPPENDIX
respond to
a few remarks to the foregoing
foregoing Lectures, I respond
subjoining a
IN
In subjoining
some
some acacfor
me,
upon
made
universally
almost
is
me,
is
vhich
upon
universally
urgent call,°
an
an urgent
call, which
unofthe
the circumstances unof the Clairvoyant,
count ° of
Clftirvoyanl, and aa brief statement of
experiments have been
der which,
which, from time to time, his disclosures and experiments
as a
a
few statements, as
a
very
a
only
however, II shall give
very
In this,
this, however,
made.
only
give
present.
could
I
vhich
many which
present.
specimen of the many
specimen
first 12
12 years
he has resided,
here-he
years
resided, for the first
is well known here—
Mr.
Mr Davis is
this. Since that
a place five miles distant from this.
a
Park,
life, at Hyde
of his life,
Hyde Park, place
I-Ie is
is a
He
a
place.
in this place.
term of about six years,
a term
period, a
years, he has resided
period,
privileges by
with privileges
by
trade, and has neither been favored
by trade,
shoemaker by
all been turned to the
nor has his mind at all
an education,
which to obtain an
education, nor
of the
are
are capable
statements
These
capable of
matters.
scientific
of
investigation
investigation
eduan
is
is not an
Mr
D.
Mr
that
said
have
I
most
most satisfactory
satisfactory confirmation.
o those
state, the least idea of
in his wakeful state,
now,
nor has he now,
nor
cated man,
man,
gives in the Clairvoyant
state,
Clairvoyant state,
representations which he gives
Sublime
sublime and lucid representations
them unto him.
describe
may
revelations
his
hears
may
vho
who
one
some one
as some
only as
only
my setPrevious to my
seven months.
place seven
I have been located in this place
I
but
a believer in Mesmerism, but
years been a
many years
tlernent
tlement here I have for many
frequent attestations
But the frequent
Chirvoyance.
in
unbeliever
a
very
a very
Clairvoyance.
conmy neighbor,
D., have conby my
neighbor, Mr. D,
as given
given by
which
wh ch II have witnessed as
mind
of mind,
development
wonderful
and
new
development
new
this
of
me of the truth ofthis
vinced me
so varied and
Experiments have been so
powers in Clairvoyance.
-its
^its powers
Clairvoyance. Experiments have
is irrean
an unbeliever. The truth is
remain
m/longer
no
can
can
I
longer
multiplied that
multiplied,
it.
it.
believe
to
compelled
am compelled
sistible and I am
sistible,
my ovn
own systemMr. D. examined my
systemfirst of my
At
it the first
my observations, Mr.
been
v1th which 1
a
long
where
vh1ch_l
accLtel,
disease
very
me very accurately
t eUing me
telling
the pam which [suffer-its
afflicted, was locatedteXeToccasioned by
Further
b/it,
lt, most
perfectly. Further;
most perfectly
ed from it, and the weakness occasioned
which
and from
my disease,
which cured my
me
for me
from_
d1sease,_and
medicine
bed
prescnueu
nreTc
he prescribed
ne
examination,
penological exammation,
me a& Pphrenological
also gave me
I-Ie
free.
I am now perfectly
ngemen. ooff the organs,
in the arrf
arrangement
others
organs, which other.
he explamed
speaking of a peculiarity with
representation,
general
explained
the
representation,
wi.h
general
and
which,
named,
had

decided
dSed

_believe

_

examined

;£-£-«£
cause-describingalso

Ki™ ST

had long^
^

which

'"ofat ulSy
`

`

toril

He
He described
lady.
young
young lady.
described her
pointing out the
time—
acknowledged at the
time--pointing
the
acknowledged
condition pprfectly,
different organs
thc diiferent
designating the
organs by
by their
£.and
and pain,
pain 1 (lCSl0'I'l3l.lI]g
her'
8 r disease
seat o f h
part of the system
which
every
locating
system wht-h
names, and locating every part
.

S'ttoeSd
wu »£
next
mrlstnigifsivliinessgrd
"ft
I

IZJ

a
his examination of a

a= was

'

scientific
or scientific
Snkaf
technical or

I
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td occasion
he h id

to

oN
S

N ESS.
Cl.AlRM.''l`l'l'ZN
l\
(I. \II(M \
I

I

iastonishing readiness and proname, with the most astonishing
proname,

priety.

priety.

examina
Since the examinations named above, II have witnessed his exatnin
pains, to
some
T0 or S0
seat of whose diseases and pains,
80 persons,
some 70
persons, the sent
&r, he has described with equal
causes, symptoms,
gether with their causes,
equa
symptoms, Sic.,
gether
were brought
in bt-lore
many of which persons
brought in
readiness and truth-many
truth
persona were
before
ious knowKnowwhom he had no
him after
after he was
previous
was put
put to sleep,
DO presleep, and of whom
that the human sys~
sysledge.
Indeed, there can
can be no
no reasonable doubt that
ledge. Indeed,
state
tem is
is transpa|'ent
is in the Clairvoyant
transparent before him when he is
Clairvoyant state.
to, l requested
At the time of my
as above alluded to,
requested Mr.
examination, as
my examination,
New Portland,
Davis to go
ile.-a
Portland, Me.
A, P. Spooner,
Spooner, in
in New
go to the house of Mr. A.
house, describe his
distance of some
some 500 miles at
at least,
least, to examine his house,
the house from cellar
an accurate
family, &c.
gave an
description of tinHe
He gave
accurate description
family,
tall chimney,
unusually tall
to garret,
speaking in the outset of the unusually
garret, speaking
chimney, and
then proceeding
representation of the rooms,
a
very definite representation
rooms, and a
proceeding to aa very
accurate and minute description of the various articles
most accurate
articles of furniture
description
within them-pointing
a certain room.
them pointing out even
even the number of pictures
pictures in
in a
room.
Ile
He described also Mr. Spooner and wife,
a child of adoption
wife, and a
adoption with
them stating their height,
most correctly
height, size,
size, complexion,
&,c.; and most
them-stating
complexion, &c.
correctly did
some years been trouhe describe the disease with
vith vhich
S. had for
for some
which Mr. S.
years
it was
bled, stating
spinal chord when
stating that it
was occasioned by
bled,
by injuring
injuring the spinal
some three years p/e/ious
lifting
lifting a heavy
heavy burden, some
years previous to the time of this
examination.
He
He described also other houses in the place,
place, recognizing
recognizing
and pointing
making many
room, and making
pointing out my
portraiture in aa certain room,
many
my portraiture
other most
most truthful representations
numerous and minute
altogether too numerous
representations altogether
to mention in this account.
Among the many
many other instances of his power
Among
power in describing
describing distant
objects
visit to Eugwitnessed, II would speak
Eng*
objects and events which II witnessed,
speak of his visit
Mr. Wm.
land.
Vm. Brown,
Brown, of this place,
feeling anxious about his wife
place, feeling
child, who
vho were
and child,
a visit to their friends in
in England,
requested
were on
on a
England, requested
Mr. D.,
go and inquire
inquire after their health and welfare.
D., the Clairvoyant,
Ulairvoyant, to go
He
He went,
and returned,
returned, and informed Mr. B. that his wife and child had
went,and
been very
very sick
sick-described
described their complaints,
were then recomplaints, and said they
they were
covering.
He also gave
a representation of the house in which
vhich they
gave a
they recovering. He
representation
sided-of
sided
an
of many
particularly of an
its vicinity-speaking
vicinity
speaking particularly
many other things
things in its
antiquated meeting-house
vhich stood near.
were
near.
He stated that there were
He
antiquated
meeting-house which
four persons
persons in the house at which Mrs. B
visiting, and that one
one
13 was
was visiting,
of them appeared,
appeared, from the soot upon
clothes, and from his complexcomplexupon his clothes,
as a
coal~man.
ion,
a coal-man.
For his own
own satisfaction, Mr. B. immediately vrote
ion, as
satisfaction,
immediately wrote
to England,
England, making
making inquiry
inquiry with reference to all these items, and rean answer
ceived an
answer confirming
A
confirming the entire account as
I).
A
as given by Mr. D.
given by
man ofthe
man
of the household was
was engaged in the coal business-the
business
the account
account of
engaged
the antiquated
building was
vas also true,
antiquated building
true, and the wife and child had been
sick as represented
above,
and
Mr l).'s
were convalescent at the time of Mr.
were
D.'l
represented
above,
as
examination.
examination.
As another instance which I will name,
as a
a specimen
name, as
specimen of the powers
powers
of
the Clairvoyant,
ofthe
would relate the fact that Mr. Davis,
Davis, a
a young man
Clairvoyant, I vould
young man
of this place,
place, had been long absent at sea, and his friends becoming
long
sea,
very
anxious about him,
him, requested
D., the Clairvoyant,
r< quested
requested that Mr. D.,
(jlairvoyant, be requests-d
to go
go in search of him. He
He accordingly
went, and found him at aa disaccordingly went,
tance of 8,000 miles.
He told his precise
He
lhll he
precise condition: that by
by aa fall
had broken his leg;
leg; and that at this moment
moment he was
was in a
a long build
long
ing,
bed that he was
was then talking
talking with a
tall man
a tall
mg, confined to his bed-that
mal
tion of
tion

—

I

&c
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was
dressed in white pants,
he, Mr. D.,
pants, with a
a green
D., was
green jacket,
jacket, and that he,
than extoveeping,
in conversation relative to his mother,
veepmg, beingbeing in
mother, whom he then
ected never
Said
pected
however, said
never again
again to see. Mr. Davis, the clairvoyant,
clairvoyant, hovever,

man
man would return home again
again to his friends. The
has since returned according
according to the testimony of the ClairClairvoyvoyant, and he has also confirmed the entire statement of the Clairvoyvoyant.
He
building
ant.
long building
was broken , the long
He had received the fall,-his
fall,
his leg
leg was
was a
a hospital, to which he was
calamity
he
was
was taken after
after receiving
receiving his calamity-he
hospital,
a tall
tall man,
had conversation with a
man, as named above,
above, in reference to his
on the
mother, whom then he did not
not expect
see
and he wept
expect again
wept on
again to see;
can be conClairvoyant ,--all
conas testified
testified by
all ofwhich
occasion, as
by the Clairvoyant
of which account can
occasion,
When the young
Iirmed
inquirer.
When
firmed to the abundant satisfaction of any
young
any inquirer.
man arrived,
man
arrived, his friends told him they
they knew the accident that had befallen him;
it occurred , the conversation which he held
fallen
him at wha tdistance it
with the tall
tall man,
all of which was
was readily
acknowledged and conman, &c. , all
readily acknowledged
firmed by
by the returning
returning son.
will in this
this place
a letter which Il have received from Rev.
I will
I
present a
place present
L. P. Rand,
Orono, Me.-a
vhose character for discernMs. a gentleman
Rand, of Orono,
gentleman whose
candor, and integrity
is not to be questioned.
ment,
ment, candor,
integrity is
questioned.

hat the young
that
young

young
young

man
man

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

Orono, May
ORoNo,
9th, 1845.
May 9th,
your
request, II send you
your request,
you the following
following
in reference to the mesmeric experiments
statements,
vhichII witnessed
statements, in
experiments which
some
in Potighkeepsie
weeks
as
some
few
since,
as
given
Mr.
Davis,
Poughkeepsie
since,
given by
by
Davis, the
Clairvoyant, ofthat
And
vould first
first speak
of that place.
place.
And I would
Bis examination
Clairvoyant,
speak of llis
of my
own person.
By what power
or formed
person. By
my own
power he made his discoveries,
discoveries, or
knov not,
but certain I am
his decisions II know
not
am they
He very
were correct. He
they vere
very
Ollt certain difliculties
accurately pointed
pointed out
difficulties of the stomach with which I
accurately
had long
afflicted, but which the energies
energies of my
my system
long before been afflicted,
system had
resisted and throvn
was then free. He
thrown off",
He also
ofi, and from which II was
difficulties, vhich,
which, from much
pointed
much exposure,
pointed out certain other difficulties,
exposure, II had
precision, that I could not doubt that my
vith such exact precision,
experienced, with
expe|'ienced,
my
some inquiries,
system was
transparent in his view. II made some
was transparent
inquiries, upon
system
upon which
he replied
diseased-that
that my
my lungs
lungs and chest were
were sound
was not diseased
replied that II was
sound,
save a
upon the bronchial tubes,
save
exmuch ex
a slight
tubes, occasioned by
by much
slight irritation upon
was then most
most manifestly
posure,
a bad cold with which I was
afflicted
re, and a
posu
manifestly afflicted.
I requested
II \'Ol1l(l
state, that I
go to Orono
would further State,
requested the Clairvoyant
Clairvoyant to go
Orono,
acquaintance.
He went
He
went an-d
and found him,
man of my
my acquaintance.
a man
Me., and examine a
him
Me.,
his
given,)
and
described
him,
height,
been
size,
name having
(the name
given,)
height, size, &c.
(the
having
&c.,
on the side of his neck. He
tumor on
a large scrofulous tumor
I-le
and spoke
spoke also of a
large
the tumor
very accurately
ofthe
tumor very
described the size,
appearance of
shape and appearance
size, shape
accurately
I could have done,
done, although
more so
so than I
much more
and minutely,
although II had
minutely,-much
The Clairvoyant
afliicted. The
man thus afflicted.
frequently
seen the man
Clairvoyant also spoke
spoke of
frequently seen
Vl1lCl1 the tumor
tumor could be removed.
gave the directions by
the method and gave
by which
was
Among
prescriptions which I witnessed, was
Among other examinations and prescriptions
the croup.
Poughkeepsie, afflicted with khe
f ither
a child in Poughkeepsie,
case of a
the case
croup. The fither
much apparent
room in much
:xnxcame into the room
the child came
ofthe
of
apparent excitement and anxvho was then in the clairvoyant
clairvoyant state,
st
that Mr. D., who
requested
iety, and requested
ite,
was then
iety,
The Clairvoyant
prescribe medicine for his child.
paubfbe requested
Clairvoyantpinrequested to prescribe
an effort of tne kind, and
usually does before an
as he usually
moment, as
sed for aat moment,
kind,
Take onions and mustard-seed,
as follows:1-Take
as
mustard-seed,
to prescribe
then proceeded
prescribe
follows
proceeded
lay them upon
upon the stomach,
onions, pound,
stomach,
greater part
mix, and lay
the greater
pound, mix,
part onions,
Br. Smith— Agreeably
Br.Smit/1.-Agreeably

to
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it very hot, and add one
two parts,
parts, heat it
take also molasses t\'o
up,
high
veryhot,
add one^^fc
high up,-take
vo#fl
teaspoon-full a
until he '
a minute
minute until
one teaspoon-full
give the child one
part
of brandy:
brandy :-give
part of
al the chil
child^H
was then
thru requested
The Clairvoyant
requested to go
go and look nt
Clairvoyant V2lS
lnits.
mits.
evi™
lie venl,
went, and having evimoment, lle
and see
might bc
be at that moment.
eee how he might
he lies in
in the \'oman's
woman's
sick
is very
very sick,
said, yes
he is
dently beheld him, said,
yes-he
dcntly
and. speaking to
is very
very black,
very much;
much he is
black
now; he chokes very
lap now;
and,
lap
quick, the medicine 1 have named will
you had better go
the father,
thther, said,
saitl, you
go quick,
applied ,
was immediately
immediately applied
remedy, as prescribed,
be good
prescribed, was
good for him. The remedy,
was relieved,
relieved, and
was foretold,
in a
a short time the child vomited,
foretold,-was
vomited, as was
any one,
he confirmed, to the satisfaction of any
These Lfzets
can be
facts can
recovered.
one,
testimony.
by the most indubitable testimony.
truthfully penned
carefully and very
sir, having
And now.
penned the
having carefully
now, dear sir,
very truthfully
respect, yours,
yours, &c.
remain, with much respect,
above, II remain,
above,
L. P. RAND.
RAND.
Rev. G. Snrrn.
Smith.

—

;

;

;

1

—

,

very many
many testimoplace,
give very
place, that II could give
already predeem what II have already
above,
preabove, but Ildeem
1 >avis. vhen
when in
as they
they are,
sented, authentic as
are, sufficient to show that Mr. Davis.
sented,
vondcrful and sublime;
clairvoyant state,
state, has powers
most wonderful
the clairvoyant
sublime; and that
powers most
man.
In
conceptions of man.
surpasses the ordinary
ordinary conceptions
his knowledge
knowledge entirely
entirely surpasses
exwhen in this state the powers
seem that vhen
fact,
fact, itit would seem
powers of his mind exextending to every
every department
and indefinitely,
indefinitely, extending
department of science and knowIiand
minntest intricacies in the vegetable
vegetable and
edge,
only the minutest
grasping not only
edgc, grasping
kingdoms, but also the vast mechanism and laws of the planetary
animal kingdoms,
planetary
speaking of
equally kuniliar
He seems
seems equally
familiar and at home,
worlds.
home, whether speaking
or of the
earth's atmosphere,
its extent,
its gases,
clouds, or
extent, its
gases, its
its mists and clouds,
the earth's
atmosphere, its
it to
through it
its appendages, with the life-current that flows through
heart and its
appendages,
whether giving
avenues ofthe
same, vhcther
of the human forrn-the
form the same,
the ten thousand avenues
giving
thc Forma*
formadescription of the herb of the
explaining the
a
thc field,
field, explaining
a botanical description
les by
dew-drop, or
tion of a
or expounding
expounding the princi
principles
a dew-drop,
by which the fierce
its fiery
of the brain,
its
fiery path
comet is
is controlled in its
comet
Now, he talks ofthe
brain, its
path! Now,
in connecits formations
as acting
connecofthe
structure, its
the formation of mind,
structure,
mind, as
acting in
formations, of
tion with the physical
now he speaks familiarly ofthe
organization , and now
speaks titmiliarly of the
physical organization
angelic state.
unspeakable
gifts and capacities
capacities of superior
superior beings
beings in the angelic
unspeakable gifts
is brought
visit him,
him,
The sick man
man is
him, or he is
is requested
brought in before him,
requested to visit
view,
hundreds of miles distant.
distant, and his system
being transparent
transparent in his view,
system being
a
prescribes a
disease, and prescribes
he examines,
examines, detects the cause,
cause, describes the disease,
moVhen
pauses for a
a moremedy.
When he has thus pointed
pointed out the disease,
disease, he pauses
remedy.
analyze*,
if to look through
as if
ment,
arcana of nature, then analyzes,
ment, as
through the whole arcana
I
I

would remark in this

nies like those presented
presented

—

lie

!

;

;

compounds
compounds

propriety.
and prescribes with
most perfect
perfect readiness and propriety.
prescribes vith the most
it less astonishing,
prescripis it
astonishing, that having
Nor is
long and minute prescriphaving given
given long
given vith
prescriptions given
with
a great variety of ingredients
embracing a
tions, embracing
tions,
great variety
ingredients-prescriptions
even the
rapidity
wonderful rapidity-he
he should accurately
accurately remember the whole,
\'l')0lC,CVf:l1
quantity of the smallest article,
quality and quantity
article, to any
any number of weeks and
quality
afterwards, vhen
is free from
months afterwards,
llis diction is
when in the transic state. Mis
using words suited
blunders; he speaks
errors
errors or
or blunders;
speaks rapidly
correctly, using
rapidly and correctly,
recomgiving the scientific name
to his snbjevt.-giving
subject.
name to the medicine he recom-onverses freely
and :onverses
mends ant
freely and accurately
mends,
language he has ocaccurately in any
any language
I confess that these statements vould
I
would seem
u
seem to be almost
casion to u
1 1 publish to the
too much
much lu
are nevertheless true.
world, but they
publish
they are
G. SM.TH.
SMl'I`I-l.
-VU cp.
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